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What is it like to "hear" a hand? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like to be a small child, 
In a school, in a room void of sound --
With a teacher who talks and talks and talks; 
And then when she does come around to you, 
She expects you to know what she's said? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

Or the teacher thinks that to make you smart, 
You must first learn how to talk with your voice; 
So mumbo,. jumbo with hands on your face 
For hours and hours without patience or end, 
Until out comes a faint resembling sound? 
You have to be deaf to understand .. 

What is it like to be curious, 
To thirst for knowledge you can call your own, 
With an inner desire that's set on fire --
And you ask a brother, sister, or friend 
Who looks in answer and says, "Never Mind"? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What it is like in a corner to stand, 
Though there's nothing you've done really wrong, 
Other than try to make use of your hands 
To a silent peer to communicate 
A thought that comes to your mind all at once? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like to be shouted at 
When one thinks that will help you to hear; 
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Or misunderstand the words of a friend 
Who is trying to make a joke clear, 
And you don't get the point because he's fai led? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like to be laughed in the face 
When you try to repeat what is said; 
Just to make sure that you've understood, 
And you find that the words were misread --
And you want to cry out I "Please help me, friend"? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like to have to depend 
Upon one who can hear to phone a friend; 
Or place a call to a business firm."" . 
And be forced to share what's personal, and, 
Then find that your message wasn't made clear? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like to be deaf and alone 
In the company oJ .those who can h~ar ~- . 
And you only guess as you go along, 
For no one's therewith a helping hand, 
As you try to keep".up with words arid song? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like on the road of life 
To meet with a stronger who opens his mouth -
And speaks out a line at a rapid pace; 
And you can't understand the look in his face 
Because it is new and you're lost in the race? 
You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like to comprehend 
Some nimble fingers that paint the scene, 
And make you smile and feel serene, 
With the "spoken wordll of the moving hand 
That makes you part of the word at large? 
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You have to be deaf to understand. 

What is it like to "hearl! a hand? 
Yes, you have to be deaf to understand. 

-Willard Madsen, 1971 

Abstract 
This thesis sets out to examine the ways in which using an all sign 

language approach can help increase literacy among Deaf children in an 
enrichment setting in Italy. The children are fifth grade students 
mainstreamed at the local elementary school in a mostly oral education 
program with a little Total Communication ihstruction from an assistant. By 
working with no more than two children at any given time in an after-school 
setting, proven literacy methods for hearing students are used along with 
other new methods in an effort to increase the level of literacy in the 
children participating in the study.· While neither child is ci native sign 
language user, the sign language is still the most easy to use and best 
understood language for instruction fc)r the children. Aside from using 
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games and activities to activate the chil9ren'sinterest in learning the 
workings of the written language, other tech~iques involving all forms of 
literacy are used with mixed success, In the end, the most effective lessons. 
were the ones in which the pace of the lesson· was.tailored especially for. the'· 
students delivered in a modified Total Communication approach by using the 
written language Simultaneously with sign language instruction. By 
illustrating the differences between the two languages throughout our 
lessons, the children were able to better understand the written language 
without using the oral language for instruction. 

Background 

Being Deaf in Italy, as in almost any other country, poses many 

challenges for communication, education, and establishing oneself in the 

workplace. Most people in the society do not know the sign language, making 

communication difficult, similar to a foreigner visiting a far away land. Many 

times, this society virtually requires the Deaf population to also learn how to 

communicate using the oral language if they want to be a part of that 
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country's society, rather than being an outcast. In many cases, Deaf people 

who are native signers of their country's sign language, whether it is France, 

Italy, or the United States, often learn the oral and written language in 

addition to the sign language. This population of native signers is comprised 

mostly of Deaf people who are born to Deaf parents whose primary means of 

communication is sign language. 

For native signers, acquiring the oral and written language is not 

nearly as difficult as it is for a second group of Deaf children, those being 

non-native signers of their home language. Instead, these are often Deaf 

children born to hearing parents, parents who are not native signers of the 

sign language that the family uses to various degrees in the home, but 

instead native speakers of the oral language. This difference presents quite· 

a problem for th~ Deaf child, wh~ is often linguistically deprived as a child, . 

during important periods of language development. Since the child cannot 

hear or can hear only very little of what the parents are saying, the child· 

cannot develop the oral language. At the same time, since the parents often 

do not know the sign language, they cannot offer their child any strong 

linguistic input during the most important years of language development in 

children. 

It is this group of linguistically deprived children that then go on to 

have even more trouble upon entering school, being developmentally behind 

many of their classmates. This deficit only·continues throughout the child's 

entire education, as this problem is further compounded by the fact that 

most schools in many countries do not offer comprehensive assistance to try 

and address the child's varied learning needs and abilities. Instead, schools. 

often treat these children as though they will perform and learn at the same 
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capacity as hearing children, mainstreaming them into regular 25 person 

classrooms. The Deaf children, who either do not understand or do to 

varying degrees which could be very low degrees, of what is being said by 

the teacher, depending on hearing aides or cochlear implants, are expected 

to understand everything that is being said and discussed in the class by way 

of lip reading, which is no easy feat. Lip reading in Italian however, seems to 

be easier than in English, as there seems to be greater lip movement and 

protrusion in Italian (personal observation), Stephen Anderson (professor at 

Yale) also observed that Italian seems to move the lips more than English. 

Regardless, many, many sounds still have a similar shape on the lips, making it 

not the most efficient system for understanding a language. 

In Italy, as in many other countries, Deaf people are virtually required 
. .'. - . ." . 

to learn how to communicate using the oral native language. Society dictates 

that if you want to be a member of the society, let alone just perform basic 

tasks such as going to the grocery store, you must be able to communicate:' 

uSing the oral language. Because of this heavy emphasis on learning-the oral 

language, Deaf people are assimilated into the hearing culture as they cannot 

use their native sign language to communicate with anyone besides other 

Deaf Signers. Since the emphasis on learning the oral language is so high, 

Deaf children are mainstreamed into schools with hearing children in the 

hope that they will learn the oral language from their peers. 

In the Dupre Elementary school I observed in Siena, Italy, the 

dominant approach for educating the Deaf children is an oral approach with 

Deaf children mainstreamed into regular classrooms. This approach seemed 

to be the model present in schools across the entire country, as there were 

only three schools for the Deaf. Furthermore, two out of the three schools 
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for the Deaf, both located in northern Italy in Padua and Turin, were schools 

that use a predominantly oral approach, despite the entire school population 

being Deaf children. These schools used an approach known as Total 

Communication, in which iconic, pantomime, and imitative signs are used, 

along with spoken Italian, lip reading, writing on the board, and facial 

expressions. In this approach, no formal sign language is used for teaching 

and communicating with the teachers. The reasoning behind this approach at 

these schools waS that the schools felt it was important for Deaf children 

to communicate verbally for better integration into mainstream society, 

along with the problem that many advanced, subject-specific vocabulary 

words do not exist in the sign language. 'Most of the teachers with a 

subject-specialization have never followed acourse in Italian Sign Language 

, (LIS), and when many new teachers were hired who came to the"school not,"" 

knowing any LIS, many of the students protested their classes. 

, The school for the Deaf in Rome was very different from those in 

Padua and Turin. While the other two schools were solely high schools, the 

school in Rome, which was three to five times larger than the other schools, 

also served as an elementary and middle school for Deaf children. 

Furthermore, the school in Rome used the sign language in addition to the 

oral language for instruction and communication. 

In schools where Deaf children were mainstreamed into classes with 

hearing children, Deaf children occaSionally had an assistant either join them 

in the classroom during their regular lessons, or pull them out of the room so 

they could work on remedial lessons in a varied number of subjects. When 

the assistant is present, s/he often employs the bi-bi approach (biJingual

bicultural approach), incorporating LIS and spoken Italian Simultaneously. 
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The assistant plays a unique role when working with Deaf children who 

are not native signers. Often, basic communication can prove to be very 

difficult for these students, whether it be in the oral or the sign language. 

The oral language is difficult for the child to understand for many reasons, 

and the sign language is sometimes difficult because in many cases the child 

never saw or communicated with a native signer or a person with native 

signing abilities. The child learns very few signs at home, known as 

Homesign, in which a family establishes specific signs with their own 

significance, many times unrelated to the official sign language. Additionally 

students learn Signed Italian, which is just a direct translation of 

everything being said in Italian with a corresponding"sign. For example: 

"Quel ragClzzo e' intelligente" (Standard Italian) 

QUELLO RAGAZZO ESSERE..,3-sg INTELLIGENTE (Signed Italian, 

where the verbal morphemes are indicated) " " 

HIM INTELLIGENTE RAGAZZO HIM (LIS, where the copula doesn't 

even occur and the word order differs) 

"That young man is intelligent" (Standard English) 

Signed Italian is not sign language, as it differs from LIS in syntax 

and vocabulary, along with fingerspelling out agreement and other 

morphemes which do not even occur in LIS. Signed Italian is also not how 

spoken Italian is normally constructed, showing that Signed Italian is 

actually not a language at all, but instead just a cross between the two 

languages, making a very cumbersome and difficult to understand sentence. 

Hence, the assistant has another job of teaching two languages (Italian and 

LIS) while trying to teach history, math. and science at the same time. 
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While the assistant is present, the Deaf child is able to learn at a 

fairly quick pace, being able to see the connections between both the oral 

and the sign languages, along with the written language as well, whether it be 

through a reading or writing exercise. This time is extremely valuable for 

the child, as he is able to fully understand what ideas are being 

communicated in the current lesson or work on much needed remedial work 

for lessons that he may have missed or did not understand. Unfortunately 

there are two problems with this intervention. First,while the assistant will 

usually sign everything that she is saying to the child. the child often 

responds (and is expected to respond) in the oral language. as that is the 

element that is most heavily emphasized for Deaf children at schooL The 
, . 

second problem is the vast amount of time that the,re is no assistance 
. ',' -~ .: '~' " ~ ;'. ':~; :.', ,,~. 

: ' ,i'available to the student. In the school I ob'served, the assistant was' 
'.' . 

ayailableto work with each stlJdent only 'eight hou'rs per week out of 32 
'.,- ,' .... ,. . 

hours of class time, meaning that for 75 'Yo of the time the child is in class, ' 

he or she has no assistance and has to rely solely on lip reading and catching 

as many phrases as possible. 

The heavy emphasis on learning the oral language often leaves regular 

classroom teachers unable to assist Deaf children in the regular classroom, 

as they do not know the sign language and there is sometimes trouble either 

understanding the child or being understood. The teacher is also not often 

even aware of the child's special needs, as in the case of the school I 

observed. There, the Deaf child's desk is placed to the side of the 

teacher's desk, facing toward the door to the room. This would normally not 

seem to be a problem, despite the fact that there is often a gaggle of 

students around the teacher' s desk, waiting for her to correct thei r work or 
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ask her a question, constantly causing a distraction for the Deaf student. 

However, when the teacher lectures, which she often does as her main mode 

of teaching, she stands behind her desk and faces out toward the class with 

the Deaf student looking at the side of her face trying to lip read but not 

being very successful. On other occasions, the teacher stands in front of 

her desk facing the class such that the Deaf child could not even see her 

face, making lip reading an impossibility, further decreasing learning and 

comprehension. 

For the lessons that I conducted with the Deaf children, I exclusively 

used LIS as mode of instruction and communication, even though I was not a 

native signer and still learning LIS at an intermediate level. Despite the 

children in my lessons being raised as oral individuals, they still struggle a 

great deal with understanding everything being said in the oral language. 

One child in particular has had little experience with any language, and . 

seeing that he was Deaf, the signJanguage·seemed the logical choice. For·: . 

the more oral child, sign language was still a better choice for instruction, as 

many fine points in the oral and written language are discussed, sometimes 

many distinctions that even the best lipreading oral children would not 

understand the difference between. As the ability in the sign language 

grows for these Deaf children, their attraction to it and use of it grows as 

well. 

Literature Review 

Deaf Culture and Literacy 

Markowicz and Padden (1997) examine the relationship between 

hearing and Deaf culture and those who are Deaf but are essentially a part 

of the hearing culture. The authors study a group of Deaf students who 
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entered Gallaudet University. a school for the Deaf. as their first school 

specifically designed for the Deaf. These children. born to hearing parents. 

essentially grew up in a hearing world. learning to speak with their family and 

attending a public school in which they were mainstreamed with hearing 

students. Their educational setting virtually required them to learn how to 

speak and understand spoken English. especially for having friends. most of 

which were hearing children. Upon entering Gallaudet. these students did 

not seem to know how to act I creating many social errorS that were deemed 

unacceptable by the current students at the university. One of these new 

students at the university, upon trying to speak to another student to ask 

for information, was told, "youdonot use'the orai language here." This is 

after. these children had been',raised ~heir entire liy~s learning how to speak 

and ways to perfect their speech'to communicate in society; These same ' 

children were then essentially branded in the Deaf community if they wer.e: 

acceptedi n the Deaf culture at aiL 'The students at the 'university treated' ," 

these oral individuals as if they were fully hearing students, either using 

spoken English and sign in communication or not using sign at all, whereas sign 

language was strictly the mode of communication between the other 

members of the community. This was certainly a contradiction for these 

oral members of the Deaf community, as they were scolded for using the 

oral language but at the same time were often mistreated by the members 

of the community as they are spoken to orally. At times these oral students 

were treated specially because they had such a good command of the spoken 

language along with a fair amount of knowledge of the hearing culture, with 

many students asking them questions about hearing people. However, these 

questions occurred in private, usually in the dormitory, and as soon as their 



dorm mates saw these oral students out in public, they mistreated them in 

the same way as everyone else, either completely ignoring them or not 

allowing them to be a part of their community. Seeing that the Deaf 

community is such a small, tight-knit community, risking exclusion often put 

these students in limbo such that they could not be members of the Deaf 

community and they could not use the sign language with members of the 

hearing community either. 
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The stru9gleof when and how to use sign language is not only a 

problem for college-age students, but for younger students as well. Ramsey 

and Padden (1998) examine how American Deaf children engage in literacy 

activities based on theirabilities.to exploit ASL The authors studied a 

residential school for Deaf children where many students resided at the. 

school along with others who commuted each day. The class that the 

authors studied was rather large for a residential school with 12 student.s in 

the class, whereas most elementary classrooms have four to eight students: 

As most Deaf children are born to hearing parents, most of the children at 

the school were "newcomers" to signing since ASL was not their native 

language. And while some students began their education in an elementary 

residential school, many other students left public elementary schools for 

residential middle schools or even waited until high school to attend a 

residential school. Aside from observing the key literacy events, including 

Signed classroom discussion and writing, Ramsey and Padden took special 

interest in a young boy who was new to the class and new to the sign 

. language as well. The students who had been in the residential setting had 

more experience as Signers and made unconscious physical arrangements to 

ease participation in class diSCUSSions, such as moving the desks into a circle 
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so that everyone could see every part of the discussion, along with making 

sure that their vision was not blocked between the teacher and the student 

signing and making sure the teacher could see them when they signed. These 

same students were also able to pick up on when the teacher was about to 

ask a question based on the format of her lesson along with monitoring an 

ongoing discourse with the teacher while initiating and conducting multiple 

conversations with their peers at the same time. A newcomer, Danny, did 

not fit as well into this classroom format. Instead of needing brief, focused 

periods of help during a writing activity, Danny required prolonged 

assistance from his teachers, which at first was attributed to his lack of 

understanding ASL. However, it was not Danny's inability to understand ASL 

only but his inability.to fOllOW signed discoursein·the classroom setting. 

Danny would raise his hand when .the:teacher was not looking and then turn 

his attention away from a discussion and not know who was speaking or 

. understand the'appropriate tiine.'to int'erject with a question. Further 

complications were also evident in Danny's writing, as he was unable to elicit 

successful help from his teacher on the simple spelling of a word in English. 

The authors concluded that access to literacy knowledge and opportunities 

for orchestrating literacy skills into practices are lost if students cannot 

participate in activities, as was evident in Danny's case. 

While both of the previous examples involve Deaf children in schools 

for the Deaf, many Deaf children are mainstreamed into regular public 

schools with hearing children. Charrow and Wilbur (1975) make the 

argument that the Deaf child is a Linguistic Minority. in much the same 

sense as Mexican-American, Chinese-American, and other non-native English 

speakers in the classroom. As the authors point out, 90 percent of Deaf 
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children are born to hearing parents, which makes identity with the Deaf 

community even more difficult as the community is often not easily 

accessible to these children. The authors argue that Deaf children do have 

. a language comparable to the hearing population in regards to intelligence 

and the ability to conceptualize and reason. The difference between the 

two groups lies in educational attainment, and that of Deaf children is far 

below that of hearing children. While these Deaf children learn English in 

school, often in remedial settings, it is taught using the oral method where 

the students have to lip read what the speaker is saying. This is extremely 

difficult to do, as the best lip readers can only "read" about 40 percent of 

what a speaker is saying (p.356). Other.'schools use the Total. 

Commun.ication approach, which utilizes the oral language and Signed Exact .. 

English or Manual English but not the sign language. When these Deaf 

children are then tested on'college entrance exams, their performance· 

often resembles those of foreign students than those of native speakers of 

English. The authors conclude with a recommendation that most Deaf 

people, including Deaf children, are not and realistically cannot be fully 

participating and benefiting members of the hearing community. But if 

these semi-oral children cannot be a part of the hearing community and they. 

are sometimes rejected from the Deaf community, what community can 

these children turn to for acceptance'? 

Qualls-Mitchell (2002) attempts to address reading difficulties not 

only in the group of Deaf children, but in the more specific group of Deaf 

minority children. Not only do these students have difficulty of trying to 

learn in a hearing environment, but at the same time have other issues that 

need to be addressed in the curriculum and the classroom. For this group of 
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children, the use of pictures becomes much more important in helping the 

chi Id learn the oral and written language. The authors give an example of an 

African-American Deaf student trying to explain to his white teachers a 

problem that he had with his hair that morning. Not only could the child not 

effectively communicate what he was saying using the oral language, the 

teachers did not understand what the issue was or why he was explaining 

something so strange and foreign to them. Because of this large difference 

culturally and in linguistic abilities, many Deaf minority students do not learn 

the essentials in school. This concept is illustrated by the fact that while 

48% of white Deaf students graduating from high school cannot read at a 

~fourth grade reading level/almost 80% of black and hispanic Deaf students 

cannot. The authors recommend that by using signs and multicultural .. 

. literature, Deaf children can develop:anunderstanding of their literacy .' 

, :heritage, which would help increase reading rates.among Deaf children. 

Ramsey and Padden (1993) examine this<rehltionship between Deaf . 

culture and literacy and ways to increase literacy through cultural 

empowerment. The authors use a broad definition of literacy, not only 

incorporating reading and writing but effective communication as a whole. 

The parents playa particularly important role, and the ways in which they 

talk about and practice reading and writing themselves often greatly effect 

the development of a child's literacy. While the average high school Deaf 

student is labeled as barely functionally literate, many Deaf adults become 

proficient readers and writers when they want to learn for a specific 

purpose, such as captioned TV or TDD messages. The authors suggest that 

an approach that focuses on the social and cultural worlds of Deaf children 

. could actively engage these children in reading and writing activities. 
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Other authors have suggested the use of symbols and movement as a 

way to reinforce literacy for Deaf children. Block and Campbell (2001) 

strongly emphasize the teaching of the oral language through nontraditional 

techniques. While the authors encourage the use of sign language, they 

know that children will not understand all of the words in a normal phrase of 

written or spoken English. The authors instead encourage the use of 

symbolism, which utilizes visual processing, pattern conceptualization, and 

movement translation using poster boards with signs, words. and other 

symbols. The students are then encouraged to connect the symbolic 

elements to the written word(s) that are associated with the symbols . 

.' Aftersig:nificant practice; the students could then combine symbols and;" 

their creative writing skills to create their own movement sequences, which 

could eventually be written as whoJestories. This 'processis not only "; 

engaging but fun as it encourages students. to use.multiple pathways for. 

communication and writingliteracies. ," '. 

The learning that takes place in the classroom, whether it is in a 

school for the Deaf or in a mainstream public school, must be meaningful for 

the Deaf child, or he will not be interested or engaged. Vygotsky (1978) 

presented a new theory based on the interaction of learning and 

development in children. His theory, the Zone of Proximal development, 

examines not only the relationship between learning and development but 

also the specific features of this relationship in the school setting for 

children. Vygotsky proposes at least two developmental levels in children, 

with the first being the actual developmental level. The actual 

developmental level is the level at which a child's mental functions have been 

established as a result of completed developmental cycles. This first 
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developmental level is often determined by tests of mental ability that we 

give children along with any other task we ask children to complete on their 

own. However, in many cases this is not the limit of a child's actual 

development. Children have a second higher level of development, which 

allows them to learn at a level higher than their actual level of development 

with the help of a teacher, parent, or more capable peer. The capability of 

children with even the same level of mental development often vary to a high 

degree under a teacher I s guidance. In this respect, these children are not 

mentally the same age at all, and require a different course of learning and 

instruction. The difference between the child's mental age, determined by 

independent problem solving, and the,age:at which the chHd can problem· 

solve under the guidance of the teacher, other ·adult, 'or peers is the zone of . 

. , proximal development:'· This idea of·a 'social·lecirningperspective sets human 

learning 'apart from that of other animals; . Human learning presupposes a . 

. specific nature and a process by which children grow into the intellectual life 

of those around them rather than independent study. This new idea of 

learning rejects many previous developmental theorists idea of learning and 

development. This new notion that developmental processes do not coincide 

with learning processes and that developmental process lags behind the 

learning process was a novel idea at the time of its presentation but is 

generally accepted as truth today. 

Language and Reading Development 

The acquisition and use of fingerspelling among Deaf children is one of 

the most powerful tools Deaf children can have when trying to learn the 

written language. Padden (1986) explains that fingerspelling is not an 

independent language system, but instead is a representation of some other 
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system, similar to writing. While fingerspelling resembles the written 

language, ASL signers fingerspell often and rapidly in regular conversations. 

Most fingerspelled words are English nouns or proper nouns, such as names. 

It is names that young children often learn to fingerspell first, either their 

own or that of their siblings. Early fingerspelling attempts often show 

interaction with writing as Deaf children explore ways in which fingerspelling 

can be connected with making print. Children will often attend to the 

physical properties of fingerspelling as they attempt to write characters for 

the individual hand configurations. However, the discovery that hand 

configurations correspond to alphabetic characters comes relatively late for 

;' Deaf children. The author offers two explanations for the special ···c 

difficulties of connecting fingerspelling and writing. First, Deaf children 

have comparatively less;exposure to fingerspeUing than to signed materiaL:. 

Fingerspellingis made up disproportionately of nouns, and verbs rarely 

appear. Second, most Deaf children-cannot· figure out spelling·from. 

fingerspelling itself, but they must j·nstead begin to learn about written 

English in order to increase their fingerspelled vocabulary. Padden 

concludes that much of what takes place in language learning is not merely 

learning the primary language, but its interactions with other language 

systems in the environment. 

Padden and Hanson (2000) go on to discuss the relation of phonology 

in word learning in Deaf and hearing children. The authors discuss the main 

difference in phonological coding of words in hearing and Deaf children. 

Hearing children use their phonological awareness and visual and 

orthographic awareness to develop an effective and efficient reading 

process, and the earlier that hearing children can develop this awareness, 
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the more likely they are to develop good reading skills. Deafness, however, 

inhibits the development of a phonological code. On a test of serial recall 

for printed letters, Deaf children recalled fewer rhyming words than 

nonrhyming words. Visual processing is not rich or detailed enough to aid in 

memory. While it may seem that developing any reading abilities at all would 

seem an impossibility, profoundly Deaf people are still able to become skillful 

readers, although as hearing loss increases, reading difficulty increases. 

This is because Deaf people use a phonology that is post-lexical, not pre

lexical in contrast to hearing people, as demonstrated in short-term memory 

reading tasks. The need for phonological information arises in the case of 

reading complex material that the! reader··may:;~beunfamiliar with. The ,. 

authors also further commenton.thestrange correlation between native 

·signing ability of ASL and r.eadingachievemenf,in<English,aschildrenof 

Deaf parents were more Hkely to~be:better~readers.· However, the languages· 

share:neither phonologiccllfeatures nor a syntax,ondearly language - ; ,.-

experience is crucial, but not sufficient for reading ability. Reading ability 

needs to be cultivated by parents and other adults in the form of prereading 

and reading activities, where ASL simply serves as a "platform" from which 

reading development can be launched. The argument the authors propose .is 

that fingerspelling is a mediating tool that provides a platform for the 

development of rudimentary phonological coding, allowing a signer to develop 

a "speech surrogate." Deaf adults often mouth words phonemically while 

fingerspelling them in orthographic form. Children learn the value of the use 

and comprehension of fingerspelling at an early age, even though younger 

children may have trouble writing the words in print and in fact fingerspell 

words with simpler movement units. This evidence shows that early 
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fingerspelling use by Deaf children demonstrates the fact that they are 

sensitive to movements in fingerspelled words before they are aware of the 

association of such words to print. However, this effect would not be found 

in another population of Deaf children, particularly those raised orally. 

Along with fingerspelling, general knowledge of the signed language is 

a recurring theme in reading development in Deaf children. Wilbur (2005) 

stresses the use of the natural sign language in the early education of Deaf 

children when the aim is to develop literacy, academic, and social skills. The 

. author, like many others, states that early learning of sign language benefits 

language learning, cognitive and memory development, and overall 

isocioeducat.ional- performance; which can be used to improve reading and 

writing by providing a·necessary language base. While knowledge of a sign 

.. language is: invaluable,·other factors also contribute to educational success;

with Deaf children;.including access to grade-level material, a supportive 

adult in the Deaf -community that interacts with the family, and a sign 

language as a central focus. For the chi Id to develop age-appropriate 

communication, the language environment must be child-oriented, providing 

what the child needs, not the adults. While this emphasis on the sign 

language may worry some about the development of speech, there is no 

evidence to support the idea that the early use of sign language interferes 

with the development of speech abilities. Furthermore, the speech that a 

child learns can often be without meaning, as it is possible to produce speech 

without understanding what one is saying. The author reports that Deaf 

users of American Sign Language (ASL) were superior in reading and general 

achievement compared to non-ASL users. This is because learning to read 

requires an already developed language base, and if non-ASL users do not 

...... .." .~~. "." 
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have that base in the oral language, then they will not be able to learn to 

read as easily. While the author explains the importance of the use of a 

natural sign language, she does recognize the place of signing the exact oral 

language when teaching areas such as English syntax. Furthermore, since 

most sign languages use other grammatical methods for function words and 

morphemes, these signs are often invented when signing the oral language, 

and it is fine to use these signs when teaching the oral language to Deaf 

children. The authors finally comments upon the impossibility to sign and 

speak at the same time, as there are too many differences between the two 

languages. This finding calls into question the effectiveness of Total and 

,Simultaneous Cbmmunicationenvironments-: .. 

- Padden and Ramsey (1998) also examine the role of American Sign 

Language CASL)in the developmentofreadh,gin Deaf children. While the:

authors do :agreethat there is-~a relatibnship between AsL competence and. 

reading ability, they' argue ,that the :relationship does not develop "naturally!" 

but must be cultivated. Previous research has shown that as a group Deaf 

adolescents of Deaf parents performed somewhat better on a reading 

comprehension test than those students in Total Communication (TC). It is 

hypothesized that AsL proficiency was a predictor not of either reading or 

writing proficiency, but rather of the development of a language was the 

best predictor. One suggestion is that the environment in which Deaf 

children of Deaf parents (DCDPs) provide their children, including earlier 

and longer exposure to schooling and reading development I contributes to a 

better command of the language. The authors look at two specific language 

skills that might co-vary with ASL and reading skill: fingerspelling and 

initialized signs. The authors examined two schools: a residential school for 

:-.; .. 
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the Deaf, which used a bilingual approach, and a public school, which used 

Total Communication. The authors found that as ASL skills increase, 

fingerspelling skills are likely to increase as well. Weaker signing students 

struggled interpreting even shorter fingerspelled words. Skill on the 

initialized sign task was highly correlated with performance on the 

fingerspelling task, suggesting they are related to each other. Elementary 

readers were then examined for their reading abilities, and two patterns 

emerged: one of "attacking and analyzing words" and a second of IIseeking 

meaning." Reading to a student in the TC class meant mapping individuals' 

signs onto print words and morphemes, attempting to represent each English 

morpheme with a sign. When the student then tried to retell his story uSing 

sign, the result not only failed to relate to the print story but to any 

meaningful story at all. .Astudent in the bilingual classroom, on the other 

hand, was focused on seeking meaning, being able to exploit the relationship. 

between ASL and English., Once children are able to exploit this connection, . 

they are much closer to discovering what reading actually is all about .. 

Many other authors call into question the same issue of the 

relationship between sign language skill and reading ability and literacy. 

Strong and Prinz (2000) question whether sign language proficiency and 

reading and writing literacy can be considered analogous to the relation 

between first and second spoken language skills. According to Cummins'S 

linguistic interdependence theory, all languages share a common underlying 

proficiency and cognitive and academic skills acquired in the first language 

will transfer to related skills in a second language. Opponents to this theory 

state that this cannot be applied to sign languages because they do not have 

a written form and that Deaf learners have no access to the auditory-oral 
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channel which deprives them of inner speech. While the development of 

external (social) speech precedes the development of inner speech, written 

speech emerges only after the development of the latter. These authors, 

like many of the other authors, reach the same conclusion: sign language skill 

is significantly related to oral and written literacy. At the same time the 

make another interesting conclusion: children of Deaf mothers outperform 

children with hearing mothers in both sign and oral language literacy. While 

the authors found a positive correlation between sign and written literacy 

for Deaf children of Deaf parents, they argue that this correlation is not 

only due to this effect. However, the authors do not make any other 

-: concrete suggests as to what else:contrJbutes.to the correlation between 

sign and written literacy. ._ 

" Hoffmeister's (2000).resear.ch:covers a similar topic area: -Because 

90% of Deaf children are born'·to hearrng parents, the use of a native'sign 

language as a model'for thefirstlanguage,is,rare;-·However, in order for'o'

child to learn to read and write' (in this case a second language), there must 

be development of a social speech system, an inner speech according to 

Hoffmeister, in addition to someway for these to relate to written text in 

the first language. The author also examines the role of the manually coded 

oral language in the sign language, such as artificial lexical units thel 0 1 on 

and the verb to be. He finds that children who better knew the natural sign 

language could clearly transfer their understanding of the syntactic 

structure from one language to another, especially when the written form 

was also manually coded in the sign language. This research demonstrates 

the importance of incorporating lexical items in the written language into 

. :... 
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Padden and Ramsey (2000) nicely tie together much of the research 

that has been conducted on the relationship between the sign language and 

reading ability. While we know that Deaf children do not, at least not 

effectively, use sounding out strategies that might help them learn how to 

read, the sign language is still not officially targeted as a language of 

instruction for Deaf children in many school settings. Although Deaf 

parents often contribute to their Deaf child's learning of a natural language 

early on, Deaf parents are also more likely to detect Deafness in their child 

,-' earlier and seek out additional resources,such as schooling for Deaf"" 

children; to help their child since they had"a similar experience themselves,;;: 

The average age of -detection of Deafness in,:turn influences the average, age ' '>' -,- " -

of enrollment in educational programs for Deaf children. For reading;~;' -~ ~ 'Or '" 

development; ,the authors found that thebett.er.-readers are able to form-- - "'.~';" .. _'_,~'--' --,. 

associations between elements of a signed language, such as morphology, to .. 

elements of a written language, such as orthography, as they acquire the 

ability to read. ,Additionally, the authors observed teaching practices in a 

residential school for the Deaf that they saw as beneficial for the students. 

One such practice was when teachers repeated words, phrases, and 

sentences as a means of making their singing clear and accessible to their 

students. The teachers practice this technique because the demands of 

signing in visual environments are often very great, where visual information 

is rapid and vulnerable to misinterpretation. Finally though, at the end of 

the article, the authors point out that there are Deaf children of oral 

parents who do not sign,who, nevertheless, are reported to succeed at 
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reading, and that signing Deaf adults who are skilled readers can perform 

phonological analysis on written words even though they cannot hear or speak 

intelligibly. These findings demonstrate that although it may be more of a 

challenge for Deaf people to learn how to read, they can achieve the same 

level of literacy as hearing people given the right education and support. 

Case Study: Emmanuele 

One child whom I spent a great deal of time with is Emmanuele, a ten

year-old fifth grader in the local elementary school in Siena, the city where 

I spent a semester abroad. Emmanuele, a Deaf child born to a hearing 

family, has faced many challenges since his early childhood. Emmanuele was 

born in Sicily, inatown next to Palermo, the capital of the region. Southern 

Italy; with Sicily in particular, is a much poorer and more economically- .. 

deprived regiOn than the rest of Italy, and this seemed to be a major factor 

in Emmanuele's development .. . .. ,.:." 

Emmanuele's parents were not aware of his Deafness until h~ entered 

school at the age of five. It was at this time that Emmanuele was diagnosed 

as Deaf and received a hearing aid for each ear. Prior to this time, 

Emmanuele had never seen a single sign, and very little of the oral language 

actually made its way into his understanding. Essentially, Emmanuele was 

completely linguistically deprived up to the age of five when he entered 

school. 

However, upon his entrance to school, he did not receive much help in 

trying to catch up on lost language learning time. Instead, Emmanuele was 

placed into a classroom of children with special needs. These children's 

needs differed as widely as the color spectrum, with attention deficit 

children, hyperactive children, Deaf children, and phYSically disabled 
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children. Because the school district of Palermo has little money for 

education, let alone for children with special needs, all of these children 

were lumped into a classroom of 25 students and treated as though they 

should all learn together at whatever pace the teacher chose. It goes 

without saying that there isno possible way that one teacher could properly 

address the needs of all 25 students, and hence, many students were left 

behind with no assistance at all. Additional linguistic input orally, let alone 

visually with a sign language, was completely out of question for Emmanuele. 

Instead, he had to rely solely on his oral interactions with his parents, trying 

for the first time to help him understand the oral language with the minimal 

,audio input he was receiving . 

. Needlesst'o say, Emmanuele'sreading and writing literacy greatly' 

'; . suffered as he had had next to no, linguistic input for the first five years' of. . 

his life. The challenges that lay ahead in learning h9W to read and write 

.~. seemed overwhelming at best for him at the time, and it, promised to be a 

long, difficult road ahead for him. 

When I met Emmanuele for the first time, he was at a beginner's sign 

language class at the local institute for the Deaf with his mother. His 

mother had a growing understanding of how difficult it still was to 

communicate with her son, and that it would somewhat lessen the burden a 

little on the both of them if she could learn a little of the sign language to 

help improve communications with her son. It was at this class that I was 

able to establish a relationship with Emmanuele, his mother, and eventually 

his entire family, observing him in his classroom at school and working on 

private lessons with him. 

' ..... , 
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While Emmanuele's mother is interested in helping to communicate 

more effectively with him uSing sign language, Emmanuele's father has no 

desire to learn it. Furthermore, Emmanuele's father personally spoke to me 

about the importance of Emmanuele being able to speak and understand oral 

language in society, and he feels it is his job to help Emmanuele by only using 

the oral language with him, making sure Emmanuele focuses on his lips while 

he speaks. 

Case Study: Donatella 

Donatella, on the other hand,. has a very different background and is 

at a very different stage in her academic development compared with 

Emmonuele, even,though she is about the same age and in the same grade <.,',',; 

'level as Emmanuele (eleven years old; 5th grade). Donatella was diagnosed as 

"being ,Deaf very early in her 'childhood,and t.hisearly diagnosis enabled: 

':'Donatella to receive hearingorcisat'a young age alongwith a fair amount of~"~ 

'r 'speech~ fherapy very early, iriher childhood. Her family, just as Emmanuele's''':'; 

family, is all hearing, and her parents do not know any sign language. Her . 

mother is also not interested in learning sign language, which was brought up 

in a heated debate between her and Emmanuele's mother, who has a new 

found understanding for the importance of sign language. Donatella's mother 

feels much the same as Emmanuele's father: that learning the oral language 

is important if she wants to succeed in society. Because of her mother's 

attitude and strong willingness to help Donatella, the girl has developed 

extremely good oral skills for a Deaf child of her age, and she uses the oral 

language as her primary form of communication. Since Donatella seems to be 

able to lip read well and can make many of the sounds in the oral language 

well, her parents have felt that she never needed to learn the sign language. 

-', ." 

, ' 
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The only exposure to the sign language that Donatella has is through school, 

where her assistant will occasionally use sign language when she is working 

privately with her. 

Donatella also has a good command of the written language. She is on 

her grade level for reading and writing in Italian, and she has a good 

understanding of many of the rules of Italian grammar. She knows all of the 

irregular verbs in Italian, along with many of the different tenses and many 

of the finer points of the grammar, including indefinite and definite articles 

.and prepOSitions. She is also very responsive to any questions that I have 

and often likes to demonstrate her expert knowledge of the language. 

The Lessons. 

Lesson! 

. For the first lesson, and for subsequent lessons, I started off with a 

literacy .. based game as a way to show the children that the lessons were . ; .. 

go-ing·to be both fun and educational. For. most of the lessons, I had both 

Emmanuele and Donatella together, and since they were on two completely 

different levels, I used this lesson as a way to gauge the children's abilities 

and decide how to formulate future lessons to accommodate both of their 

different levels. For this lesson, and for all lessons; I wanted to use an 

approach that I knew both chi Idren would understand and be comfortable 

with, so all of my instruction and communication with them was in sign 

language. While the children certainly appreciated this, they often 

responded to me uSing the oral language, but I encouraged them to use sign 

for communications because I felt it was important for their own identity; 

even if this form of response was not highly regarded in their regular 

classrooms. 

:,'-' 
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The game involved the children cutting out eight different letters I 

had written at the top of a piece of paper. The children could then 

rearrange the letters and make as many words as they could using as many 

letters as they wanted, but they could not use the same letter twice, so that 

they could see the word spelled out in its entirety in front of them. The 

children then wrote their words and created a list on a piece of paper. This 

game was apparently extremely exciting for Emmanuele and Donatella, as 

they were making words left and right and having a great time with it. 

After letting the children work for ten minutes, time was called and 

we then went through the list of words they created, with them writing 

. their lists on the board. Donatellahad at least twenty words on her list, and 

;Emmanuelealso had a sizeable number of words; This turned out,to be more 

''',ofa learning moment for me than for the children, as their knowledge of 'J, 

;' ; smaller, more uncommon words is much vaster thancmine. After going 

,",'through each list of words, we had quite"an exhaustive list, many wordsT 

had never heard of before. Fortunately, the' children's assistant from 

school was also there in the class, and she validated all of the words there 

because I did not think I would find them all in a dictionary. She also 

showed the children the sign for each word on the list and explained the 

significance of each word in sign language. For example, Emmanuele wrote: 

Sia 

(present tense, singular, subjunctive) 

for the verb "Sapere" (to know), This example gave me the perfect chance 

to explain the differences in verb tenses between LIS and the oral/written 

language. In LIS, there are only three tenses, the present, which is 

indicated by a sign directly in front of the body; the past I indicated with a 
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outward in front of the body. 
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For an exercise, I then had the children think of different verb 

tenses in the oral language, and we then classified these verbs within one of 

the three main types of verb tense in LIS. This provided an excellent 

review of the many verb tenses in the oral language along with comparing 

them to the sign language, allowing the children to connect some of the 

tenses to a sign when they read one in a book. 

For the next activity, I wrote a series of sentences on the board with 

a blank in place of the indefinite article, and the children then came up and 

filled inthe blank with the correct article. For this activity and for all .. 

activities Lconducted with the children, I not only wrote on the board, but.! 

explained the instructions in LIS along with signing everything I wrote on', . i 

the board; so the children saw how one would translate between the sign and ',. 

written language. 

Unfortunately, indefinite articles are much more difficult in Italian 

than they are in English, where we only have "a," and "an." Italian actually 

has four different indefinite articles: 

Un (masculine, singular) 

Uno (masculine, singular, used before all clusters or affricates that involve 

[5] or [z], before the sound [j], [ps] and [pn]) 

Una (feminine, singular) 

Un' (feminine, singular. used before a vowel) 

Donatella was especially quick to volunteer the answer for each sentence 

well before Emmanuele, and she often informed him when he wrote the 

incorrect article. After we practiced with a series of sentences, the 
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children then created the rules for uSing indefinite articles, and they 

created a table on their sheet of the different possibilities and when to use 

them. Since I was teaching the written language, in the writing of the rule 

for "uno," I defined its use in terms of written letters: sC, z, ps, pn, and y. 

After completing the table, I gave them some written examples, which they 

moved through extremely quickly and effortlessly,-Ieading me to believe that 

this was a simple exercise for them. 

The next activity addressed a similar issue in the oral and written 

language, the use of definite articles. English is quite simple, using only the 

word "the," while Italian has many different articles, actually allomorphs, 

depending on gender, the initial sounds; which; for us, had to be expressed in 

,·,:;terms of initial letters of the following word, and whether it is Singular 6r~.' 

.' ";'pluraL The different articles are: " 

:~"ft(rnasculine, singular) . ; 

"~. .:. 

.. " . .;. . ," 

,·."<10 (masculine,: Singular ,same:distribution with regard to·,.what follows for: . ,'-

"uno") 

I' (masculine/feminine, singular, use before a vowel) 

la (feminine, Singular) 

i (masculine, plural) 

gli (masculine, plural, same distribution with regard to what follows for 

"uno") 

Ie (feminine, plural) 

To introduce the lesson, I started off with the Singular articles, again 

writing and signing sentences on the board and having the children complete 

the sentences with the proper articles. I then simply changed the nouns 

from Singular to plural and asked them how the article would then change, 

.... ", .. ~' '-, 
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and they would correct it accordingly. While this seemed relatively easy for 

both Emmanuele and Donatella, I then asked Emmanuele his reasoning behind 

using "10" or ''1','' which he had a difficult time explaining. When I would give 

him examples of his theory that did not work or intentionally show him 

incorrectly used definite articles, he quickly identified them as being 

incorrect and was able to supply the correct article. 

After Emmanuele and Donatella completed the examples on the board 

and were asked their reasoning behind their usage of each definite article, 

they once again formulated the rules of use for each article and wrote them 

in on a chart. Interestingly, Donatella made a few errors in regards to which 

.. article to use, but after reviewing the sentences onthe board, she quickly: '.' 

'understood her mistake-; which I think was:cQused-:simply by moving too ,. 

··quickly through the exercise. Aft'erpracticing-some'more sentences and;.· .. ··.· 

;" matching articles to theirrespective:·nouns,. which.both Emmanuele. and '::', ':" 

Donatella did quite well; we· finished up our -first lesson together rather' . 

painlessly. 

Analysis of Lesson 1 

One of the most unique qualities of this lesson and future lessons with 

the children was the fact that I did not have all of the answers· to every 

question the children asked. This aspect created a dynamic between us; the 

lessons were not an all-knowing teacher and knowledge desiring learners, but 

instead we were a group of learners all meeting together specializing in 

different areas to teach each other something and learn together. Often, 

when I would not know the answer I I would ask the children what they 

thought the answer might be, and then we would all look up the information 

in a book or check with another resource, such as a certified teacher of 
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Italian, in search of the answer. Aside from this, there were also many 

times when I would spell words wrong, intentionally or not, and the children 

often took to proofreading every worksheet I gave them, finding it a fun 

task to "find the errors of the teacher." This mutual understanding that we 

were all learning together further lessened everyone's fears of making a 

mistake in the class. In this class, it was perfectly acceptable and often 

expected that we would all make mistakes, and that they proved to be 

valuable learning experiences for everyone. 

The idea of everyone learning from each other was especially 

prevalent in the very first activity, creating words from the eight letters I 

provided}> This activity I which I took from Morton Botel's class on forming' 

and'reforminga reading, writing and literacy curriculum for (hearing) ,. 

; :' ." .,,~ :elementarystudents I waS designed to exposestude'nts' to the, phoni'csof -<,". " , . , 

" ':: wordsinan unconventional manner .. Rather than uSing,picturesand having.'''': 

.~ ; · ... students 'continuously write,'and repeat .. thesoundsc.o·ntained within a word;'''' 

.t-hisactivity allowed the students to instead create their own words from 

the sounds, or letters, provided. My goal for this lesson was to see if the 

students used phonological clues to construct words, or rather just created 

words from their memory of reading stories and their own writing. For this 

task, the children were extremely creative, thinking of words in the most 

complex irregular verb tenses, which was demonstrative of the children's 

reading ability since they would not have seen these words in the sign 

language previously. The children must have remembered reading or seeing 

these words before but maybe did not completely understand their meaning, 

as they would sometimes question the meaning of words they suggested 

themselves. 

,":'. 
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Teaching the definite and indefinite articles also proved a challenge. 

One of the most difficult aspects was determining how I could either 

correct the children's errors or help them realize that they had an error 

somewhere and encourage them to self-correct. For example, when I 

introduced the definite articles and had the children fill in the correct 

article, they often did this without error. The problem came in when I 

asked for their reasoning behind why they chose a specific article in each 

instance. For this, the children did not give solid, unbreakable theories, but 

they easily pointed out sentences that had the incorrect article. While this 

theory testing was an excellent way of developing the children's thought 

" patterns and I know they knew the difference between what was right and 

what was wrong, I am stilL not sure if they understood the reasoning behind 

why certain articles always go with certain nouns. Unfortunately, I could not 

. think of another way to address this. problem with the childrenwhile they: " i 

were there, so I left them with their theory that worked. 

The theory that we formed was still not perfect, as the children soon 

discovered. There are words in Italian that for all intents and purposes 

would normally be considered feminine, such as problema (problem, 

masculine, singular)/ since it ends in a, which was the main indicator of 

femininity of a word we had established. This word, however, was an 

exception, as it was masculine and took the masculine article if. Because this 

word was an exception, it made the children's theory incorrect, and whi Ie I 

tried to explain that this was an exception they had to memorize, they were 

still confused by the gender of this and other similar words. Due to the 

exceptional nature of these words, I could not offer the children any more 

reasoning behind the different gender of the words, and I felt I left them 
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with a good amount of confusion on this topic. Furthermore, there are many 

nouns that end in -e, and they can be either masculine or feminine, with equal 

distribution. It seemS that when it comes to gender assignment of nouns, 

memorization is the name of the game in Italian. 

This first introductory lesson with the children raised many issues 

and problems with Deaf education, and in particular, teaching the written 

language. The first major challenge was the enormous difference between 

the two languages. The syntax of the written language is very different 

from that of the sign language, and knowing the intricate rules proves very 

difficult for Deaf children to learn because it is not utilized in regular, 

,.:: ,< ":everydayconversations in sign. Furthermore, since I had decided to conduct.\:,: ;' 

".,' "'alkof·,the lessons solely in-the sign language; the language that the children ......... 

~; , " ,,'" are most· 'comfortable with; I was 'essentially teaching the children:a new:: ''';'i' '; '-i~ 

." .;.. ""i,· -, language· using a different one. This format of teaching would be equal to': c;:': 

: ..... teaching' a speaker of English how-to speak -Spanish but only using English -for

instruction. However, it was more complicated than that. To USe the 

language of what I was teaching would prove difficult for these children 

because they did not have the capability of actually hearing the language, or 

had avery reduced version of it, which is, of course, the problem for 

children in the oral approach. These children often missed the articles or 

often lip read a different word in the oral language, as the articles often 

blend together with other words very easily (for a discussion of these 

blends, or portmanteaus, please see the second lesson). The children also 

often tried and memorize everything that they saw on the lips without 

understanding the reasoning why it was actually spoken. This was consistent 

t . __ . 
. ..... :- ;'. 
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with what I have observed elsewhere with Deaf children in either oral or bi-

bi settings. 

Although the learning or reviewing of indefinite and definite articles 

seemed to not be the most difficult task for Emmanuele and Donatella, 

these are often difficult for Deaf children to understand. There are so 

many different articles and exceptions for nouns that one has to spend a 

considerable amount of time studying the language before completely 

understanding their usage even if one is hearing. An even greater problem 

for studying the written language is the large number of words that do not 

exist in the sign language, with definite and indefinite articles being 

--;;examples of this.-Because there:is -no sign for these articles or.other words, 

Deaf·children's only exposure to-these items is through the oral or written 

language. Due to the lack of these words in the sign language, it was 

. difficult to teach them-with an cU'-sign teaching approach. Instead, I relied 

a great deal on the written language for this exercise, writing out all offhe . 

articles and the rules the children suggested. To further emphasize the use 

of the articles, when I had the children sign me their responses for 

completing the sentences on the board, I had them fingerspell the article. 

Whi Ie this was slightly difficult and not natural in the sign language, I feel 

that overall this approach worked extremely well and the children learned a 

considerable amount from this lesson. 

Lesson 2 

For this lesson, I once agai n had both Emmanuele and Donatella, and I 

started off with a game. The game entailed me signing a phrase and the 

children had to write the phrase on the board. The trick was that each 

phrase had a definite or indefinite article which the children had to be sure 
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was included in their sentence. I kept the phrases simple as the main 

objective was to see if Emmanuele and Donatella could correctly use the 

articles in each phrase. The children seemed to have a lot of fun doing this 

(as they seemed to for every lesson we had) as I had them write their 

phrases on the whiteboards at the front of the room (there is just 

something about writing on the board that children love). 

We then reviewed the phrases, and the children did a phenomenal job 

of placing the correct articles in each phrase. As we were going over the 

phrases however I we encountered other issues that I was able to turn into 

"teachable moments" for the children. For example, Donatella wrote: 

d ·- : " " ove o ,', 

(dov'= "where," interrogative) 

(e= '~bell 3rd person singular,present, indicative) 

on her paper for one of her interrogatives, which means where I~ .. This is' 

the.contracfedform of the regular:' , 

dove e 
(dove= "where," interrogative) 

and either form is correct in the written language. Emmanuele wrote the 

uncontracted form, and when he saw Donatella's contracted form, he 

questioned it and thought it was wrong. I saw this as an opportunity for 

Donatella to teach Emmanuele about the uses of the contraction, and why 

she chose to use it in her sentence. I also pointed out that when Emmanuele 

is reading a passage, he may see the contr?cted form of the interrogative 

and verb, and he could then identify it meaning. 

When we reviewed the phrases, we further compared the written 

language to the sign language, pointing out the differences between the two, 

\ . 
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such as sentence structure, verb formation, and the subject indicated in 

each phrase. We also pointed out how the person of the subject is indicated 

in the verb in the written language via agreement inflection but that we 

needed to indicate the person separately in 'sign language. 

The next topic covered was that of possessives, which I thought were 

going to be relatively easy for the children since they are used in the sign 

language. However, a definite article is used prior to the possessive in most 

cases, with there of course being exceptions. To introduce the lesson, I 

picked up objects in the room, and had the children write down the phrases 

on the board based on who I was assigning ownership of each object to. 

-," While' the children seemed to understand the use of possessives and the.:,,:, ' ""/ 

definite article while-using examples and writing them·on the board, when it· 

came ·to·summarizing everything into a theory, the children struggled once'·' , 

again; The'main cause of·confusi.on seemed to be,the difference between;- ",;,-

,;., ::,' singular and plural possessives, but a little more practice appeared toclear;,,' ",,':. ',; ':;':.-

things up.' Because possessives in Italian agree with the noun they possess in 

number and gender and thus, do not reflect the number or gender of the 

referent of the possessive, learning the exact formulation for describing 

the possession of something is often a very difficult task. This system is 

complicated for anyone, hearing or Deaf, to learn in a second language, unless 

their first language utilizes the same system, which is clearly not the case 

for Emmanuele and Donatella. 

Once again, one of the hardest parts of the lesson was trying to 

explain the exception to the theories we created. This was the case when 

the possessives referred to singular family members. In this case, one does 

not use an article before the possessive. Donatella seemed to have 
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understood this strange exception, while Emmanuele seemed to struggle with 

it. To help ease confusion, we used examples with Emmanuele's brother, 

sister, and mom, whom we called in from the other room to show the relation 

between the four of them and to practice sentences of this nature. 

The chi Idren then worked on examples that I had prepared for them. 

Upon reviewing them as a class, I discovered many errors in the possessive 

used in each sentence. Often, the children did not have the possessive 

agreeing in gender and number with the possessed noun either explicitly or 

implicitly in the phrase. To reinforce the person, after I had the children 

orally complete the sentences, I had them sign the sentence as well, as 

; .. '.' there was a greater emphasis on the person in the signlonguage, andmaking->., .. 

the t'ext-to'-sign connection seemed to considerably help the children . ..... ~::.: ..... 

,,< After the introduction,to possessives, we did·abriefreview,of 

",' definite and. indefinite,.,artides; which seemed to"cause so·meconfusion.! '.' ., 

among the children. ,For Emmanuele; he wanted fouse,definite articles for .,. '.. " ;.:: ., . .' 

aU of the phrases, even though there were some phrases that clearly 

dictated the use of an indefinite article only. After we reviewed the 

phrases, with the children signing their responses and highlighting the 

definite or definite article by fingerspelling its place in the sentence, 

Emmanuele seemed to have a better handle on when to use indefinite versus 

definite artides. 

The final topic of this lesson was prepositions, which are quite 

complicated in Italian primarily because they often combine with the article 

that follows, creating a new combination that is often pronounced and 

spelled differently, known as portmanteaus. For example: 

Di (of) + iI (the) = del (of the) 
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In (in) + il (the) = nel (in the) 

(While these portmanteaus are morphologically analyzable as such, I am not 

claiming this is a phonological analysis.) 

For an introduction to this topic, I wrote a series of phrases on the 

board in which I did not combine the preposition and the definite article, 

and I asked the children what was wrong with the phrases. Emmanuele and 

Donatella both offered to correct the phrases, and I had them sign the 

phrase while fingerspelling the preposition/article combination. We then 

created a giant table with all of the prepositions and all of the articles they 

combine with, and while we started to fill in the first row together, it turned 

more into a race of the children trying to fill in all of the' prepositions first. 

After completing'the tables, we all signed the spellings of each preposition 

togetherbefore"'it was; time for the children to leave. 

Analysisof·Lesson;,2. " ' .. 

For this lesson, I was certainly more familiar with the children, their 

abilities, and my lesson activities. I also had much more confidence teaching 

this lesson after seeing how well the first lesson had went, and this was 

clearly reflected in the children, given the high caliber of excitement they 

had for the lesson. The mothers of the children, who stayed in the room 

with the children for the first lesson, were absent for this lesson, making it 

much more easy to conduct the lesson without having to answer their 

questions, along with me feeling less worried about making mistakes in front 

of them. This more relaxed atmosphere clearly shone through as the 

children had an immense amount of fun and learned a lot of useful tools for 

the written language, even though it was not the most exciting material. 

Although it was rather mundane and boring material for learning and 

, .. 
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reviewing, the children's combined energy kept us all going throughout the 

lesson. 
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Starting the lesson with a game again turned out to be an excellent 

decision, as this set a really positive tone for the entire lesson. The game 

served as an excellent review mechanism, making sure that the children 

would not forget the material covered in the previous lesson. I made it my 

goal to make sure that the game either reviewed material from the previous 

lesson or, as the number of lessons increased, incorporated material from 

numerous previous lessons. 

The game also allowed the children further exposure to the sign 

':, < rlanguage in instruction. We- wer,eable'to highHght,the' .. differences once-';, 

: ': again'between the sign and the writteli:-Ianguage,'and the gameactually-

;l,served as a "translation task"for thechi,ldren:;Theo,chHdrenwere .. -',' - -

-:', Jtranslntingfrom what I was;signing tothewritten-,!anguQge, wh1chrequired 'Q-', 

-.) . .' ".' ~ . ~-. ...•. -," ,.;:.: ,fair amount of work given the majo!,,~,d[fferences, discussed earlier>Tfelt,:,:,-

that by highlighting the differences between the two I-anguagesas much as' ' 

pOSSible, the children would be Qble to more clearly see the finer points of 

the written language, hopefully better committing them'to memory. 

Another aspect of the lesson that the children seemed to really enjoy 

was when I would make mistakes in my writing, whether they were 

intentional or unintentional. In the case of the prepositions being 

uncombined with the articles, I made an intentional mistake that I wanted 

the children to correct. Of course, there were also other mistakes, most 

commonly spelling, on my activities that I prepared for them or when I was 

writing on the board, and the children always corrected these with a smile. 

This aspect of the class, where everyone makes mistakes, further showed 
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the children that I was by far not perfect in my Italian, and that the 

children could in many cases play "teacher" in the class, since we were all 

learners in our learning community_ By giving the children the opportunity to 

teach me or each other built their confidence at the same time as their 

knowledge base, and showed that everyone was a teacher. 

Teaching the prepositions posed a problem similar to that of teaching 

the articles in that they do not exist in the sign language. For example, a 

sentence in the written language: 

"Sono cresciuto aRoma" 

(So no: "be" 1st person singular, present tense, indicative; cresciuto: "grow 

4P,," past;tense" indicative; a: j,n;:,Roma: Rome) 

!'Igrew,-up·,jn Rome'!' - <' 

:wouldlooklike this in ;thesing language: 

, IO"-CRESCERE"-ROMA-.IO 

i ... 

.. ,;' 

~where there- is Q'I'Qck of the preposition ~'a" in the sign .Ianguage .. 

Furthermore, in the written example: 

"l'albero era sotto la luna" 

(l': the; ~Ibero: tree; era: "be" 3rd person, past tense, indicative; sotto: 

under/below; la:the; luna: moon) 

"The tree was under the moon" 

appears as such in the sign language: 

PASSATO-lUNAi-AlBEROj 

where the spatial location of of i is above the spatial location of j, hence 

defeating the purpose of using "sotto" in the sign language. 

When the prepOSitions were further complicated by the combination with a 

definite article, the lesson turned into something that could only be taught 
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well through writing, so I relied much more on the written language for this 

part of the lesson, resorting to fingerspelling some of the combinations when 

necessary. One of the main points that greatly helped in the teaching of the 

prepositions was the children's undying enthusiasm for the material, which I 

had yet to try and understand. Regardless, the children were effectively 

learning the written language and having fun doing it at the same time! 

Although attitude is irrelevant in first language acquisition, attitude makes a 

world of a difference in learning a second language, which clearly benefited' 

the children in the amount of material they learned, along with how well they 

learned it . 

..... ;:. . ,.~ . ~. , .. ~ . . . ~ ":" ... . .. : ... ~_.. ~5.· . · ... =.:..~:r·:; .. 

::':'.",~'; :';Thisthird'iessonwasapriv,ate lesson 'with just -Emmanuele:~,and'I . 

,.,', ,', ,:~:: ," ~;,::;de¢jdedto review a topic that I. was prettY'su~e Donatella already had a -<-

" '" ',,:,; .... ' 1 'good 'handle on, irregular verbs ihthe present tense. Since DonateUa already:-.' 

- ','.' ;~".knew~These verbs well., she-would not feel cis' if-she had inissed'something>:' ." 

when she returned. When I was observing Emmanuele in'his regular 

classroom at school, I noticed that he waS having trouble writing in the 

present tense some of the irregular verbs, and since I did not think it would 

be that difficult a lesson for him, I decided that a quick review' of the main 

verbs with him alone would prove beneficial for him. 

I first devised a list of ten of the most frequently used irregular 

verbs and listed the six possible subjects for each verb. The sheet was 

then just a matter of filling in the appropriate form of each verb, which I 

thought should not be that difficult, and it was relatively easy for the first 

four verbs on the sheet: 

"Averell (have, infinitive) 

'., : 

L_. 



"Adare" (go, infinitive) 

"Essere" (be, infinitive) 

"Volere" (want, infinitive) 
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Certainly, these verbs are among the most commonly used in the language, no 

doubt in both the oral and the sign. For these verbs, I had no doubt that 

Emmanuele often saw them in print while reading or heard/lip read them so 

many times in conversation that he was very familiar with all of the 

different forms of each verb. 

We then reached another very commonly used verb: 

"Potere" (be able to, infinitive) 

:'- For this-ver.b,.I,thought that Emmanuelewould have relatively little trouble:, -

given that this'ver.b was veryfr.-eque-ntly used. This was not the case. After 

correctly writing the first person singularformof the verb, Emmanuele' 

seemed -fostand di.d not know where to go from there. ,Since this activity 

was meant to' be just a warm"up and used as areferencesh~et for the 

exercises, I had little in the way prepared to help realize the correct form, 

of the verb in the second person singular. While I tried to sign examples 

using the verb in a phrase, I quickly realized that this would be of no help at 

all seeing that the sign language does not have different verb forms. In the 

end, I ended up using the oral language to say the verb in a sentence and 

then followed it up with fingerspelling the verb form. 

This problem of not knowing the second person singular form for 

potere continued for all of the other forms of the verb, and also continued 

for all the other irregular verbs. For these, I felt I could do little more 

than saying the verb in the oral language and then fingerspelling the form 

for him. 

:,' . ~ . 
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After finishing our chart of the verb forms, I then had numerous 

examples in which Emmanuele could use the different verbs to complete 

each phrase. This task, similar to completing the verb chart, proved to be 

very difficult for him, especially in trying to identify the correct form of 

each verb. In other instances, Emmanuele did not even figure out the 

subject of the sentence, such as when I used a person's name or a group of 

people. After much struggle and misunderstanding and my attempts at 

clarification, we made it through the phrases I had planned when it was time 

to go. 

Analysis of Lesson 3 

"\ ;. . ' .. ' I sawthis lesson as an,'exce.llent chance tc{give Emmanueleone-on-one 

";' at:t:ention~ as I feel that was the way that he .Iearned.best, which is the case 

with almost 'anychild you·meet . .I also viewed this as an excellent 

,<. oppor'tunityto help catch Emmanuele up on some of the areas that I was 

; ; . . '.hesitant to cover with·both him and. Donatella present ras she was noticeably 

further ahead in her learning than he was. Working solely with Emmanuele 

allowed us to go at a slower pace, making sure that he completely understood 

everything before we moved on. 

After having this individual lesson with just Emmanuele, I realized 

how varied the dynamics of our group lessons are when Donatella was 

present. Because Donatella was ahead of Emmanuele, she often had the 

answer before Emmanuele did, and she was not afraid to share it with 

everyone, giving Emmanuele the answer before he had a chance to figure it 

out on his own. When they were working individually, Emmanuele always 

acted as if he needed to rush through the assignment to finish it in the same 

amount of time as Donatella, caUSing him to make many foolish errors in his 
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work. Although there seem to be many negative side effects to having 

Donatella together with Emmanuele because of their different 

developmental levels, it often benefited them both as Donatella could take 

the role of teacher and help Emmanuele better understand something that 

he made a mistake on (Vygotsky 1978). Because of both the positive and 

negative benefits of group and individual learning, I believed that a mixture 

of both was often the best approach, giving each child the amount of 

individual time necessary to ensure understanding while at the same time 

having plenty of peer interaction, building their learning "through social 

i nteracti ons. 

"," The"subject of this lesson was present tense of irregular verbs .. I " . "'~'".". ~ ~."."' 

. '" theughtthis topi,c would. be rather easy and a good review for Emmanuele ,:,' ,. '" i' .;:',~ 'i,' " 

seeing that the'severbsappear everywhere in the oral and written language:., '''' ,', " X' ' ','," 

I :didforget,'however., ..that .the' different forms of each verb are not ",' ,+'.,d<:.; ,~~;'~-< .: <',; 

represented· in the sign language;, but the subject is, instead, designated by Q./ ... ' "--( ."~", ., .. ~.~;

sign Signaling the subject involved. For example, a conjugation of an ' 

irregular verb would look like this in the written language: 

Avere "to have" 

Ho ("have" 1st person, singular, present, indicative) 

Hai ("have" 2nd person, singular, present, indicative) 

Ha ("have" 3rd person, singular, present, indicative) 

Abbiamo ("have" 1st person, plural, present, indicative) 

Avete {"have" 2nd person, plural, present, indicative) 

Hanna ("have" 3rd person, plural, present, indicative) 

Clearly there is very little relationship between the conjugated forms of the 

verb and the infinitive form in speech. In writing, the relationship is even 
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more tenuous because you have a written 'h,' which is not heard in the oral 

language but does pop up in a seemingly random way in the written language. 

In the sign language, one only needs to know the uninflected form because 

the subject is indicated by another sign and not by agreement on the verb. 

In the oral and written language, the subject need not be stated as a 

separate entity since it is incorporated into the verb agreement morpheme. 

With this being a large difference between the sign and the written 

language, there was no doubt why Emmanuele was confused trying to 

determine all the different verb forms. 

Every verb changes forms for each subject (that is, the agreement 

morpheme'is phonetically robust; and we hear the person and number of the;., 

··subject) .. Many verbs are regular verbs that follow a regular pattern based::. 

on the conjugation class of the verb, which is reflected in the stem vowel . ' .. ;. 

seenTnfheinfrhfflve ending'ofthe verb. However, given the large numbe.r of /. 

commonly used irregular verbs, learning and memorizing; each individualform;-.:: 

can be a very challenging task, especially for the Deaf child who does not uSe 

these different forms in his or her everyday speech. Even though this topic 

was a challenge for Emmanuele, his lack of knowledge of these verbs in a 

very basic form made me very sad, realizing how far behind he was from 

other children his age. Most children learned these verb forms in first or 

second grade at the latest, and Emmanuele did not know them at the end of 

fifth grade going in to sixth grade. These verbs are essential for 

communicating the most basic ideas in the written and oral language, and I 

could only hope that he would be able to identify them more easily in context 

or think of them while he was writing a composition. 

",.'. -
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A major concern for me while Emmanuele was trying to fill in the 

different forms of each verb was how little help I could offer him. Since I' 

expected him to know all of these, I had little supplementary material at 

hand or knowledge in the way of helping him. I could not have used the 

written language in this case, as it would have simply given Emmanuele the 

verb form without having him really think about it. And while I was using the 

sign language all along to communicate and instruct Emmanuele, here is one 

point where the sign language failed me, as there was no possible way he 

could have figured out the oral or written form of a particular verb since 

there is no differentiation in LIS. This left me with the worst option of all: 

using the ora! language . .'I,regrettedusing the oral language then· and I stil! 

regret that I used it now·~ as'itjust seemed so unnatural for Emmanuele to;! ... ·.,;i.::';·' 

be expected to try and understand what I was sayin9~ .Regardless. I used ,'" 

the form of each:.verb when he was stuck an in ,a sentence. h!ghlighting the ~ .. ,;'.... ,.' , -,,: 

verb. Emmanuelethen repeated the verb.·and then he.ond IfingerspeHed it " ... ~ ",' y' 

together to make sure we had it correct. 

I wish I had used a different method for trying to help Emmanuele 

with the verb forms he did not know. but I could not think of another way I 

should have done it. What could I have done differently but still drive home 

his understanding of the unique verb forms? This question was persistent 

throughout all of my future lessons with different verb tenses, particularly 

because there in nothing in the sing language even remotely analogous to the 

verbal agreement morphemes in the oral language. Often, the location of 

the starting and ending points varies based on who is the agent and who is 

the recipient in the sign language. but here location is a spatial anchor of 

reference. Location does not indicate the properties of the referent, such 



as singular or plural, first, second, or third person. Agreement in the oral 

language is purely a morphological and syntactic phenomenon, leaving very 

little to say semantically about agreement, which was why resorted to 

fingerspelling the verbs for Emmanuele. 
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One other slightly sad point occurred while Emmanuelewas working on 

the sentences, filling in the correct form of each verb. The problem 

Emmanuele had was that he could not identify the subject of many of the 

sentences I had written, even though it was often clear in the writing. This 

task proved most challenging when a person's name was used as the subject. 

Emmanuele could not connect that this required the third person singular 

-~, ;'" -:);,- - verb form; and he would.often -insert'-the f.irstperson'singular form instead. 

\- Why this part of the exercise wasa,probleniand'why-Emmanuele used the 

'; ,.',;"" __ first person singular form confused me,,:-Di'd he use the "I" form of the verb ' 

>;,--- ",- '-~;- - when:in'doubt'because that'was'what"hewas most familiar with,always using 

-':; it::for himself:when writing or speaking? :~Andwhy;didaproper noun hi place -

of a subject marker such as "he" confuse him so much? A person's name is 

often referred to in the sign language while signing, but does Emmanuele not 

represent that person's name with the third person in the sign language? 

Lesson 4 

This class, like all of the previous classes, began with a game. This 

game served as a review of the prepositions we had already covered. For 

the game, I fingerspelled a definite article and a preposition, and the 

children wrote down the combined word the two created. Theyseemed to 

have no trouble doing this, and it was ci fun start to the class. 

I then wanted to continue work on the prepositions since we did not 

cover them in as much detail as I would have liked. I also wanted to review 
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other areas we worked on so far to ensure a thorough understanding of all 

the finer points. For continuing work on the prepositions, I had the children 

help me complete the table of prepositions as they combine with the 

different articles, and then complete some sample sentences with the 

prepositions missing. On the eX,ercises, the children moved through them 

extremely quickly. Emmanuele must not have read the instructions or did 

not pay careful enough attention as he was working because as he filled in 

many of the phrases, he just wrote the article or the preposition. I 

reminded him to pay close attention to the phrases and determine both 

pieces he needed to complete each phrase. He then raced back to his seat 

. ,; and ,fi lied in.another answer" although not always the correct one: , '. 

;', :,",' I:then came backto the subject of possessives for the singular 

" 'I'.. :: ~ • -':. ":;';;'. ~ .~. 

. " ,,~ person;:ahd,quickly,'reviewed them before introducing possessives.for marth' .. :;,;; 1":;;:':" i,,)' 

than;"one person. ,For this, as ,inpr,evious lessons with possessives"r used-, '," :' ,', : ~':r!";~;' '",'.-: 

. props and people around the room to create phrases which I signed and then; ,: '. ,:;~,' 

the children wrote on the board. After working out some other phrases,we 

signed them to each other and fingerspelled the articles before the 

possessive if necessary. 

Analysis of Lesson 4 

This lesson, which served primarily as review, turned out to be 

beneficial for both Emmanuele and Donatella. In the sign language, many 

signs, phrases, and whole responses in conversations are repeated to ensure 

understanding of the person you are communicating with. This same format, 

of repeating material already covered in previous lessons, also Seems to be 

beneficial and even expected with the children. The technique of repetition 

is also not only restricted to helping Deaf children learn certain material; 

• '" '7 "~., . 
'.. ..:0. ~ .~--



this is universal for all students learning any topic, whether it is English, 

Italian, science, math, or history. 
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One of the glaring problems that alarmed me during this lesson was 

just how fast the children tried to finish their work. Granted, most of the 

material we covered was review, still they often speeded through as if they 

did not need to give the work any thought. With Emmanuele, he tried to 

finish the work as fast as he could, and he would often either forget to 

write the article or the preposition that was meant to be used in a given 

phrase. I was not sure if he was doing this to try and match the speed of 

Donatella, if he just did not read the instructions, or he did not understand 

'what was expected of him;because he made many:mistakesthat he should ,1 

; . not have made. I felt that since the children were; moving so quickly through;'" . 

';'" the lessons', when they did not complete something correctly, they did not ,,:~; 

;> understand\A!hythe way they wrote 'it was wrong and instead just wanted to' 

.' ",change itto,the"right answer!'.'os quickly as they could. Tfelt that since., .c ' 

Emmanuele was trying to match Donatella's speed, he did not realize the 

importance of uSing the article and the preposition together in each case, 

The children seemed to understand the plural-person possessives very 

well, with little trouble in our group examples and in the written exercises. 

The plural-person possessives were very easy to represent in the sign 

language as there is a specific sign for each one, which made teaching them 

much easier than other concepts not represented in the sign language, which 

certainly showed in the children I S excellent understanding of them. 

Overall, this review lesson served as a good place to revisit all of the 

finer points of the oral and written Italian language, which provided an 

excellent base for future lessons in verb tenses and more complicated 
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phrases. Having the basic tools in each phrase seemed to be the best place 

to start for these children. 

Lesson 5 

This was another lesson with just Emmanuele, as Donatella was home 

sick with a fever. The game we first played was a review of the present 

progressive verb tense, which looks like this: 

Sto parlando 

(Sto= "be" 1st person singular, present tense, indicative; parlando= "talking" 

gerund, indicative) 

"I am talking" 

, Since,~the present progressive was the first official verb tense that I taught 

the children, I was not quite sure how to go about 'it.: Since this verb tense <': .(.; , 

.. served in an experimental, role, I decided to rely mostly on the writte'n',..,: 

language.for instruction"writing theverb.tenseon the' verb and asking the .. ,;>' l~ 

children to identify 'it.whileI explained its 'significance in sign language. ;-, . ". 

Using what I learned form teaching the present progressive tense, I '. 

began teaching the past participle to Emmanuele. The past participle follows 

the auxiliary verb "avere"or "essere" in any tense. The perfect aspect is 

the most commonly used form for expressing completed actions in the past, 

and Emmanuele has had some exposure to this in his regular class. Because 

Emmanuele had previous exposure to this verb form, I decided to sign some 

phrases, indicating the sign for PAST at the beginning of each sentence, and 

then have Emmanuele write the phrase on the board. Doing this, Emmanuele 

did something really interesting: 

Estavo lavorando. 

.,- .... 
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(Estavo= "be'l 1st person, singular, imperfect, indicative; lavorando= "working," 

gerund, indicative) 

I\I was working,/I 

Emmanuele used the present progressive model (using "Stare" + gerund verb) 

using the imperfect tense of "stare" ("be" infinitive) and then using the 

gerund ending, The funny thing was that this was an actual verb form, the 

past progressive, which signified a continuous past action, but I do not even 

think that Emmanuele had any idea that he was using a different. correct 

form! 

We then reviewed the present tense of the verbs "avere" and 

" >'~:. ;f .;:' , ;, "essere," which were required as'partofthe.presentpartidpleconstruction. 

",.," We then tried to hash out the'formula necessary for.:using the'present >' 

". • J'~ ',.".' participle, which wasquife a:d:lallenge,'sven though'Emmanuele·'knew how to 

, ':~'. use the verb form correctly~'''I then triecltochculge,how I wrote the' .. 

skeleton for fheformulo, and ,he"still idid· not understand. finCilfy~ Tused sign ., 

language for further explanation, after which Emmanuele seemed to 

understand what I was asking of him. 

We then began the huge task of trying to identify all of the irregular 

present participle verbs, of which there were plenty_ I had a feeling that 

these would be difficult for Emmanuele as the present tense irregular verbs 

posed quite a challenge for' him, and I was right. After we identified all of 

the irregular verbs, we tried some exercises using them, which we did 

together because Emmanuele did not seem to be able to fully grasp the 

concept of using the correct verb form. 

Analysis of Lesson 5 

;.: 



The absence of Donatella at this lesson certainly proved to be 

advantageous once again for Emmanuele, as he was significantly further 

behind Donatella in basic concepts in the written language. At the same 

time, I specially tailored the lesson to fit his needs and not worry about 

going slow for Donatella or too fast for Emmanuele, or Emmanuele race 

through his work like he was doing previously. 
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I also discovered that teaching verb forms in the written language is 

extremely difficult using just the sign language, particularly because the 

Deaf child may have no concept of what different verb forms even are, 

seeing as there is no correlation whatsoever to the sign language. In sign 

language1 there are three ways to indicate time frames: the past, by uSing a ,'-, 

sign' at the beginning of-the phrase to indicate how long ago something-~: ,_':' 

happened in~the past; the present, which is just regular signing infront of,:; - -'--'" __ ,\ ' 

the body; and.the future, indicated by a sign moving away from:the body'to:,-

show how far-away something is, which. like the past. occurs at the beginning 

of the phrase. By using these three signs, signers never have to worry about 

changing their verbs while they are signing, whereas in the oral and written 

language, they have to conSciously think which verb form is appropriate in 

each context, given that there are close to 20 different verb forms to 

indicate time in Italian. 

Due to the difficult nature of teaching verb forms, I learned that the 

best way to expose the children to them was through the use of plenty of 

examples, especially those in the written form. Also, for Emmanuele, making 

the connection between the written and the sign language, showing him both 

forms. was helpful. Another principle that I have carried over from previous 

lessons was the use of repetition in examples, in exercises, and in review. It 
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almost always benefited Emmanuele by reviewing examples we had just 

completed a second time, having him summarize everything in the sign 

language. 
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Another technique that I tried during this lesson was working side-by

side with Emmanuele on a set of exercises. In this case, I served as the 

"more knowledgeable peer" that Vygotsky (1978) often describes in is 

theory of learning, the Zone of Proximal Development. Emmanuele had the 

opportunity to work on something that he would normally not be able to 

complete on his own, but since I was there to help guide and work with him, 

he was able to accomplish this otherwise difficult task. This more difficult 

.... '; level; according,toVygotsky, is wherereallecirtiing occurs." . . ... 

'". ',',,(' ...•. When 'Emmanuele' was worki ng":independently, I. also tried not"to 

;" .. ~ .'. 
;". :'. ~ c .• 

. ",)' .."';,": intercT-ere/allowing him-tomaket'mistakes on his work~before we:wouldreviewf' .:,\.:;" ", - ,,' 

" : ,,' .. ,.,.":".', tlhe entireexercisefogether;Withthisapproach:,T-felt that Emmanuele -,' ,J" " ,'}::'-,:< 

-,' ", ;';:,~', _";",:\' could:.;reali'zeon"hi'$.ownwhcithe didwr,ongand,:betterJecirn from it;seei'ng-. i,; " r:- .. 

that the way he did it was ,not ,the best way togo' about a certain problem. 

In this format, Emmanuele was not told the right way to do something, which 

he mayor may not remember, but he saw the wrong way and knew not to do 

it that way again. 

Lesson 6 

Today was another lesson with just Emmanuele, which gave us the 

opportunity to further work on the present participle verb form. To review 

the irregular verbs in a fun way from the previous lesson, we played a simple 

review game where I signed a verb and Emmanuele wrote down its present 

participle form. 



For the next activity, I decided Emmanuele was ready for something 

more advanced, so I offered him a reading, which was a conversation 

between two people about their vacations last summer. Since the 
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conversation topic was about completed actions in the past, all of the verbs 

were in the present participle form, which we highlighted throughout the 

reading. Emmanuele and I first signed the conversation together; he took 

the role of one person and I the other. I then gave Emmanuele a list of 

questions I prepared based on the reading for him to answer. Despite having 

signed the conversation already, Emmanuele relied heavily on re-readings of 

the article to find the answers. Additionally, Emmanuele often confused the 

destinations with' the different people, matching the wrong place with the:', :-./.' 

:wror.lg.'person.After. we reviewed. the reading ,a'-second time, I had c ",,'. 

Emmanuele reiNritehisresponses. ThroughaH'of:this, Emmanuele did quite' .;'.: 

," ·well·using~the;present participle innis answers; Qncehe·had all of.his:- 'J .;:> 

. "'answers, I had-him retell methe story in·hisownwordsusing the answers he :, 

provided. 

I then tried another new, interactive activity with Emmanuele: we 

tried a conversation set in the past. I would sign a phrase of something I 

did at some point in the past, and he wrote what I signed using the present 

participle, and then he would sign something and I wrote it. We then 

exchanged papers and got to correct each other's work. When I reviewed 

Emmanuele's work, I noticed two mistakes that he repeated in most of the 

phrases he wrote: 

1. He often forgot to use the present tense of "avere" or "essere" before 

the verb with the present participle. 

": ~ :'; :- ... ,. . "'-'~:.' ." 
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2. He often used the wrong form of the verb in his phrases, mostly using the 

"I" form in the phrases where he should have used the "you" form, since he 

was not writing about what he did yesterday, but what I did instead. 

Upon reviewing Emmanuele's work and asking him why he used certain 

subjects and why he did not use a different one, he did not understand the 

difference in what I was pointing out. For example, when I signed 

MIRIAM E 10 

he should have written: 

Miriam e tu 

or 

on hi:spapersince he was describing the' story of other people and not 

himself. In: this case/·he shoul.a have used the va; ("yow oll II 2nd person, 

plural):f6rm of the verb "essere"'"'but ins.tead he used the noif'we" 1st 

person; plural) form of the:verb sihce:' hei.nter.Jllret~"d·:ft.as involving himself; ,. .. 

We then arrived at the issue of transitive verbs in Italian and using 

them with the present participle. In the case of the present participle, 

transitive verbs always use the auxiliary verb "essere" and place the 

reflexive pronoun before the auxiliary verb, that is, in proclitic position. I 

then used examples of the transitive verb svegliarsi ("to wake up" infinitive, 

reflexive): 

Mi sono svegliato 

(Mi= 1st person singular reflexive pronoun; sono= "be" 1st person, singular, 

present, indicative; svegliato= "wake up" past participle) 

"I woke up." 

....: I_ 
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(This verb does not have a reg_ular transitive interpretation, but instead has 

an inchoative reading, or a change of state reading in "waking up.") 

Emmanuele and I then thought of different people and we used them to try 

all of the possible subjects for the verb. As with previous verbs, I signed a 

phrase using a reflexive verb, such as the verb "Iavarsi" ("to wash oneself" 

infinitive, reflexive) in the perfect aspect and had Emmanuele write the 

phrase on the board using "essere" and the reflexive pronoun. After we had 

the chance to practice a few of these verbs, it was time for Emmanuele to_ 

depart for the day. 

Analysis of Lesson 6 

-- this lesson introduced some new activities to Emmanuele, which ih_> __ : . , 

ai-lowed him to apply whathehad,!earned to real world situations. The :;,-.. ". ,,' 

reading passage I gave, Emmanuele was the first of its kind that he had seen> :_ ,., ,-,_t"' , 

and it helped him not 'onlyultlderstand the written word but also see the flow 

of anormal:oralconversation.atthesame time without the difficulty of . _ 'J,_ • -',", 

having to lip read it. By having an oral conversation in print and then signing 

the same conversation, Emmanuele was able to easily point out the syntactic 

differences between the two languages. Interestingly, even though we 

signed the conversation together, Emmanuele did not seem to-comprehend, 

which caused him to have to look back repeatedly at the written 

conversation to answer the questions. 

One of Emmanuele's most interesting responses was when we tried 

writing our own conversation, going from the sign to the written language. 

While I used the first person subject to describe what I did previously, 

Emmanuele did not account for the change in perspective when he was 

writing about what I did. Instead of writing "Tu" or "Joe" for the subject, 
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he used the first person "IoU in his phrases. When I read his responses, it 

read like he was saying that he did all of my activities previously, rather 

than designating another person. I am not sure if Emmanuele could not make 

the transition between subjects or he did not realize he Was even making the 

mistake. 

Emmanuele's confusion of the subjects of each sentence when he 

wrote what he saw may have had something to do with how he used sign 

language and how he waS being educated. In school, Emmanuele often did not 

use the sign language when he did sign, but instead he used Signed Exact 

Italian, which is quite different from the actual sign language. The 

, ' .. ,:difference'between the tw:cy forms caused Emmanuele to sometimes<not, 

T, ~;' ut\derstand.the,charocteristi-cso.f the· signlanguage~, :One such instance of 

' .. ;.~~ , ." .. , : \ .. ~ .. , 

.. . -' .. ", 
:. :. -.:;';' 

., .... :. 

. , ... ," .. ~- . 

"". "'.;' - :; ... ~ 

""'Emmanuelenotunderstanding' how·the sign language worked was-evident-'in.:-, ,·~.·,·t :. '-::. ::1'.;.-,' 

('::'-hOw hesigned·phrases·j·n·theperfect·aspect. _Rather. than using a sign·to:::··-·, ':;; ',r ... -, ;::;-:-.-' 

. ~:"':;:·fndica+e;thepast·andthel1'-·simp~yusjng the sign for the verb as-in LIS, 'i.e: ,-,--, - ',' 

Emmanuele Signed the subject ,signed the present tense of the verb "averel~~ 

or "essere," made the sign to indicate the past, and then Signed the next 

verb. Doing this was much more confusing, having to do many more signs 

than are actually necessary. This expanded' method signs the spoken 

language word for word. 

I believed that this method of signing exact Italian not only comes 

from Emmanuele's formal schooling but from his family at the same time, 

which heavily emphasized that he used the spoken language with them. 

Emmanuele's father, placed especially heavy emphasis on the spoken 

language, and since his parents were not native signers, they did not eaSily 

understand the natural sign language.· Because Emmanuele' s goal was to try 
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and communicate as easily as possible with his family and essentially the 

hearing world, his schooling and his environment was conditioning him' to not 

learn the natural sign language, but instead learn how to sign exact Italian. 

Since Signed Exact Italian is not a natural language, it is much more difficult 

for Emmanuele to learn since it is not eaSily acquired naturally. Signed 

Exact Italian creates further difficulties for Emmanuele as he continues to 

try and obtain as much valuable linguistic input as possible. 

Lesson 7 

To start off this lesson, Emmanuele did a brief review of reflexive 

verbs in the present perfect aspect. Normally this would have been 

" :," considered; the '~~game~1 activity that we playedat.thebeginning of the lesson". .. , 

but 5i'nee if was:not officially planned as "that , it took off ina different :;»,,(, , ',' __ , 

direction. ,r plarmedto just sign the phrases and heave Emmanuele write:,',,: 

,', them down; but,jt turned 'into each,of u5'signing'phrases,for the other,' ':',,\ <;' 

persbn to write'; which turned out to be more fun and jnteractive, for the 

both of us. 

After the game, I gave Emmanuele a worksheet with the verbs missing 

to give him more practice with the perfect aspect. This exercise proved 

quite simple for him, as he only made a few mistakes with the irregular 

verbs. The funny thing was Emmanuele still got really excited when he would 

correctly answer a phrase, even though he was the only one there and I felt 

that this was not extremely difficult material for him. Granted, the 

enthusiasm certainly never hurt during the lessons! 

The next activity I tried with Emmanuele was a little more daring. I 

gave Emmanuele a letter one would send to his friends with the verbs 

missing, and he would fill in the verbs in the perfect aspect using the list of 

" .,. " 

i ..... 
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verbs at the bottom of the page. I did the first sentence together with him 

so that he would understand how the activity would work, but after doing 

the second sentence with him, I could tell that he still did not completely 

understand. The activity appeared too difficult for him to complete on his 

own as he could not decide which verb belonged on which blank, even though 

I explained to him that some verbs could go in multiple places. Regardless, 

Emmanuele still wrote verbs in phrases that made sense that he ended up 

erasing and putting in other verbs, only to eraSe them again. I could clearly 

see Emmanuele become frustrated with the task, so before he reached his 

quitting point, I intervened, helping him on some of the phrases so that he 

... w.ould not giveup.: ... 

; . .:. ... We then continued withsome;:rrio·re.:~examples·ofthe ref lexive verbs in 

" .. the perf.ect aspect, but wedidnot limit our discussjon~to only what he or· I·: 

.. did in the previousweek~ Instead;.we:talkedaboutfamous individuals arid- _. -

. .. 

',' . : . 

r~~;i;:·-··.-· 'groups of people, atong-with:~other;·plural""person subJects. Thiscictivity was.,·· ." 

fundamentally similar to the letter to a friend we tried before, as there 

were phrases that required the correct reflexive verb to be filled in from a 

list at the bottom of the page. As Emmanuele read through the phrases, he 

again expressed confusion over the choice of different verbs for each 

sentence. I once again tried to show him that multiple answers worked, but 

this advice seemed to go unheeded as he continued to struggle throughout 

the exercise. 

Analysis of Lesson 7 

Emmanuele's confusion during the new activities in this lesson was the 

result of a demand for a higher level of thinking and comprehension of the 

written language. The game provided a nice introduction as it not only 

~ : .•... : .. ',-

:~. .~. 



reviewed material from previous lessons, but introduced the material for the 

topic of the lesson, which gave him a warm-up. During the game, for the 

phrases I wrote from Emmanuele's signing, I would intentionally insert 

errors into my writing for Emmanuele to correct. As before, Emmanuele 

loved to find errors that I made, where he was the teacher and corrected 

me the student on silly spelling errors or larger content errors, of which he 

was being instructed in. In an effort to try and help Emmanuele identify 

errors, I waS hoping to have Emmanuele recognize what was wrong and not 

make those mistakes in his own writing. This technique of identifying the 

errors worked to a certain degree, as Emmanuele did not seem to make the 

,same mistakes that he corrected in .my sentences.>' 

;' ',,: 'White Emmanuele,wrofe,down the phrases that I si-gned, he-once,again':,'';ii ,~_-"l,,~;_' 

,"':-made,the:subJect error.maki-ng-himself the-subJect of the sentences-rather..: ':,,::,-'':,'' ",-,:! 

than me. --In the game however, r could not tell if this was a critical erroror-:~~~, ' ,-

not, as he wrote exactly what I-signed. Because Ididnot explicitly say to' 

write the sentences according to his perspective, what he wrote was 

technically correct, writing exactly what he had seen. The idea of 

perspective is not only confusing in the sign language, but in the oral 

language as well. Even though r pointed at myself to indicate myself as the 

subject, I would have used a verb in the "Io" form if I had spoken the 

phrase, still requiring Emmanuele to change from the first person to the 

second or third person. Interestingly though, when I pointed at him, 

designating him as the subject, he wrote the phrase: 

"Mi so no lavato aile 7:30" 

(Mi= 1st person Singular reflexive pronoun; sono= "be" 1st person, singular, 

present, indicative; lavato= "wash" past participle; alle= "at") 

............ 
. "". 
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"I washed myself at 7:30./1 

Emmanuele understood the subject in this phrase, himself, and yet he used 

the Same subject when I talked about what I had done. Certainly he had 

some confusion about when to use which subject still, or maybe he just 

thought that the first person form was always acceptable since that seems 

to be his preferred form, the one he used most often; I believed it was the 

form that he is most familiar with, which is why he uses it so frequently. 

The fill-in-the-blank reading comprehension activities I gave him 

during this lesson further showed Emmanuele's need for more work in the 

area of written comprehension. Even though this was the first lesson in 

:,.' which I gave' Emmanuele a ,formed- reading and had him 'complete it , I do not, . 

. ,feel thotit'was unusually.hard;ordifficult for his level., Granted, this 

:;";;. '. ,~' ·~;"activity ,was mor.e difficultthan,'previous activitieSi,in'which Emmanuelehad 

"':,:' :''';·:is'olated sentences in which'liec.ould easily fill ina verb; This activity,,~:. ,;,,' ';-,' "':' 

. "", -:,lreq-uireda continuous,:logicakflow;Cinwhich certain formations andariswers 

would affect future ones, requiring foresight or the need to go back and 

recheck his work. 

The format of this activity, in which Emmanuele had to complete an 

entire passage with words, was very similar to the format used in many 

reading classrooms in the United States, along with many standardized 

tests. The format of the activity was deSigned not only to increase the 

child's comprehension but prepare him for the standardized tests in reading 

at the same time. Many of Emmanuele's classmates were not exposed to this 

variety of reading comprehension, which may reflect negatively on their 

scores in reading comprehension on tests that USe this format. By having 

exposed Emmanuele to this format prior to the test I he stands a better 



chance of doing well on it given his familiarity with the format and its 

expectations. 
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Finally, while this was a difficult activity, Vygotsky (1978) would fully 

support this approach, as Emmanuele was once again in his zone of proximal 

development. By working with me, a more capable peer, Emmanuele was able 

to conquer a task that he would not have been able to complete on his own. 

The objective of this task was to try and increase Emmanuele's reading 

comprehension as much .as possible using real-world reading selections. As 

almost everything in the written language that Emmanuele will encounter in 

his life, it will not appear in isolated sentences, but instead in a large, 

paragra;ph formcorpassage. I felt that Emmanuele: .. -had.moved up to this. 

I'eve~ ,;as. he: was ready to encounter more diffi cu It passages even. if' itwas.- r 

., !, with my assistance .. ;. ,:". ': ........ : 

r." 

-., 
Lesson;8 . .. ~" .. - ~-.-

.:-- For t-his'les50n, I had planned to·startoffwitha·game.in which E, -

would sign a phrase with a verb missing and the children could complete the 

phrase with the correct verb. Unfortunately , this idea proved much more 

difficult to try and implement in real-life. After realizing the complexity 

and confusion of the game, I decided to sign phrases and had the children 

write them using the perfect aspect. 

Donatella was present for this lesson, and she picked up right away on 

using the perfect aspect in her phrases that she wrote. Of course, 

Donatella had just a few errors, when she used "avereD in place of "essere" 

for the auxiliary verb. This choice between "essere" and "avere" can be 

confUSing as there are instances where one verb would normally be used but 

the other one is actually used. Unfortunately, the use of the auxiliary verb 
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is not highly predictable; transitive verbs normally use "avere" as an auxiliary 

verb, but reflexive verbs use "essere," while intransitive verbs can also use 

"avere" or "essere" for an auxiliary verb. Donatella also made just a few 

minor errors using the reflexive verbs in the past participle, while 

Emmanuele did an impeccable job, clearly remembering everything form the 

previous lessons, At the end of the' game, Emmanuele had all twelve of his 

phrases correct, which was absolutely amazing for him. Donatella also did 

very well; she only confused the subject of the sentence, often making an 

error in plurality (using the plural subject when in fact only one person was 

signed). 

:: ,~> :':,: The second activity involved open-endedsen1iences, in which I started, 

,: sentences by writing about a .. point-et: time::in.the·past and the children had' >. . ) 

, "to complete the sentencewithwhatthey . .did>t'hen .. -SomeeXamples'inc!uded::;; .. i, 

Tre giorni fa 

': (Tre'ii "three"; giorni="days"~' fa=: :'ago") C',:;".".' 

"Three days ago" 

Ieri ("yesterday") . 

"Yesterday" 

Natale scorso (Natale= "Christmas"; scorso= "last") 

"Last Christmas" 

. ", .~. 

For this activity, the children wrote their responses rather quickly. They 

seemed to have no problem with this, as they made no errors in their 

responses. 

Our next activity was more of a scavenger hunt. I gave each child a 

section of the newspaper and had them search for all the verbs in the 

tenses we had already learned. The children circled the verbs and then 

',.:':: 

.. ~ 



wrote them on the board and we reviewed them together, both in the way 

they were written and their infinitive. 
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The final activity waS by far the most advanced activity I had yet 

planned for the children. I proposed a free writing assignment to the 

children, allowing them to write about anything they wanted as long as it 

happened in thepast. I told them they could write about themselves, other 

people, or make up an entire story and use fictional characters. Emmanuele 

jumped right into this activity, and he wrote for a solid twenty minutes 

before it was time for him to go. Donatella, on the other hand, started off 

writing pretty well but then stopped after a few sentences and did not write 

Co anymore.o.:She then sat idle for about fifteen minutes while both Emmanuele .. 

o and Twere writing our stories~· For the last few minutes, I wanted to :engage 

Donateltain some sort of writing activity, so I started to write some phrases :" .. 

with the verb missing and had her fill them in using the perfect aspect. To LCo··o 0 

make it interesting and. fun; I. told her we should ·,,\irite goofy, funny phrases;: o. :("' .. o~·; 

which she seemed to like the idea of, which we did for about five minutes 

until they both left for the day. 

Analysis of Lesson 8 

The game started off very roughly, as I thought the children would be 

able to clearly understand what I was signing even though I was not using 

the verb. Verbs though, are extremely important to understanding a phrase 

in the sign language, and my phrases looked very strange, even to me when I 

knew which sign I had dropped. Additionally, in the phrases the children did 

understand, there were many possible answers that they could have filled in, 

which made it much more difficult to review and correct in the end. To 



simplify, I used a typical game format that I knew had worked well in a 

previous lesson, simply signing a phrase and having the children write it. 
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This lesson saw the dynamics change between Emmanuele, Donatella, 

and myself. Normally, Donatella often helps Emmanuele when he is stuck or 

confused, but in this case, it was Emmanuele who came to Donatella's rescue, 

helping her in the instances that she did not understand. Although I 

expected Emmanuele to have some patience and offer Donatella some 

gUidance, he instead seemed to gain an air of superiority, feeling that he was 

better than Donatella since he knew what he was doing. When I saw this, I 

took Emmanuele to the side and told him he should teach Donatella the 

correct way to':,use the, present pouticiple" not-just p€lint out all of her errors" ,',;.<, 'i,,':\,''Oi,'" 

::::olll,her pa.per~ ,Once I to,ld,Emmanoele th.s, he!became Q'much better teacher~;;,,:<:,", .',,',' _~. ", 

;:",a5 he gave,,'Dotiateilaexplclnationswhy certain'thi,ngs"were written in Q' ',: 

',:: :dertainwa¥~ Thislittle':~tectching'm"Oment~"which occurred right in the' 

,t<middleOf the game; took quife""a,hit 'of"~i'me, but: it allowed Emmanuele to' 

, review what he had learned while sharing his knowledge with others, which 

turned the game more into an entire review lesson than just an opening 

activity, which was fine. 

Emmanuele's excellent knowledge of the proper use of the perfect 

aspect clearly demonstrated all of the hard work he had put into better 

understanding how, when, and why to use the past participle. Emmanuele's 

well-versed knowledge not only impressed me but also impressed himself at 

the same time, as he clearly felt much more confident in himself not only 

knowing that he understood the proper verb form but that he could also 

explain it to others as well. 

'~:'.' ~' 
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The second activity, completion of the open ended questions, was 

rather easy as all of the children's responses could refer to just 

themselves, using the first-person singular verb form for virtually all of 

their answers. Even in the responses in which they included their families, 

they used the correct verb form, which was very impreSSive. The activity 

did seem to go by really quickly because often the children used the same 

verb over and over again, saying 

Sono andato ... 

(Sono= "be" 1st person, singular, present, indicative; andato= I\go" singular, 

masculine, present perfect) 

.. '\'I went;· .. ". ".: i . 
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':. ':. ·;-The newspap~r activity was met.with:·moderate success, as I tried to .:';;J'~ 

.. select.~rticles with enough verbs in the p'erf/e'ct aspect: However, given'th,e >/~ .':,': .. '-

.. Iarge·number of different· verb forms in Itaiian,this was a difficult task, ~s ::;( } J"':' 

>many different:v.erb forms are used in·Q ·single.arficletThere were.enough:: c.··· . \. <;~, 

verbs for the children to at least find a few familiar to them, and we were 

able to briefly discuss these and how they were used in the newspaper. 

While this did not go over quite as well as I had hoped, I thought of writing 

a newspaper article of my own and having the children identify the verbs in 

that. However I the children would lose the authentic text experience that 

they had with the newspaper. 

For the writing activity, I had to figure out a way to motivate 

Donatella to write, as I was curious to see how well she did write knowing 

that she understood many important rules of the written language. Perhaps 

the aSSignment that I gave her was just too open ended for her; maybe she 

needed an exciting prompt or another way to stimulate her writing. 
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For the next writing assignment, I could plan something that would 

hopefully open up her writing abilities. I was also thinking that Donatella 

was self-conscious of her writing, that she was afraid that she did not write 

well and was afraid to let others see her writing. If this was the case, I 

could find a way to have Donatella keep a journal for herself and she could 

choose to share it with me or not. By giving her the option to keep a private 

writing log, she would feel less pressured to impress someone with her 

writing, and it would come more naturally. If Donatella is writing, I would 

allow her to write whatever she would want. 

At the same time, I was very impressed to see Emmanuele take up his 

> pen{andwrite so well for such.a sListained-'period.;;I.expected him to -

procrasfinate'or fool,aroOnd;.or find some reason to,dclay starting onth~e ',,> . 

. - assignment, but instead he started right inon it :and did not stop until it was <, 

ti me to-go~ '; Overall, -Emmanuele had' one of -his best dasses yet, as ' 

i r.everything just seemed: to corrie 'so easi Iy to':-him-;:whjch was certainly helped. 

by all of the previous lessons. His boost inconfid-ence was clearly shown in 

his work too! 

Lesson 9 

. For today's lesson, I had a game planned to once again review and 

hopefully wrap up our study of the past participle. While the game went 

really well, Donatella still seemed to have a little trouble on the form of the 

verb, but after a quick review she seemed to have no trouble, I felt that she 

may have been slightly confused about the instructions as she demonstrated 

a fine understanding afterwards. 

After the game, I began an introduction to the imperfect verb tense, 

a completely new area for Emmanuele and certainly one not as well 

. } 

;.' 

,', "":~-
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understood by Donatella. Both children have read passages where the 

imperfect tense was used, but they may have not recognized the special 

significance of this form, possibly just understanding the meaning of the 

verb in the present tense. We began our work on the imperfect by first 

writing the form of the verb on the board, and I asked the children to 

identify it, which they did without any problem. When I asked the children 

to then write the imperfect for the other verb endings, they did so without 

any trouble. 

After covering the form of the imperfect, we then discussed the 

instances in which one uses the imperfect versus the past participle. To do 

this, the children-and I became actors, reenacting- major events, our lives~or 

whatever came to mind.:Afterwe· demonstrated a certain action, the 

",:' : . ., 

children~-,then wrote- what the:correctcorresponding phrase in the written --....;: ;'- ....-- , 

language-on·the board,usingeither the imperfect or the past participle. :': ' 

·Once -we actedouta:fair-number of examples, we decidedtogether..·,; ,~':.,:: _~':--. ,?]"JC-',;: 

which were the correct instances in which to use the imperfect tense and

wrote those rules on the board. To reinforce memorization of the form of 

the imperfect, I gave the children some written activities that simply asked 

them to use the correct form of the imperfect in sentences set in the past 

in which the imperf~ct would normally be used. 

Analysis of Lesson 9 

As a native speaker of English, the imperfect verb tense was a very 

strange tense for me to try and wrap my mind around. At the same time, it 

was equally difficult for signers to try and understand the concept of 

multiple ways to express events in the past based on a certain set of rules. 

Regardless, since the children had some exposure through reading to this 

. 
" ".- : 
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verb tense already, the form of it was not extremely difficult for them to 

master. 

Despite knowing the imperfect exists still leaves the problem of when 

is the appropriate time to use the verb tense in writing. The marn instances 

ih which one uses the imperfect tense are: 

1. To describe activities those have gone on continuously in the past 

2. To describe many activities that occurred at the same time 

3. To describe a previous state of things 

This verb tense can certainly be confused with the past participle, as 

the past participle is used more often in Italian. Trying to teach the 

'differenc'ebetween the two verb~tenses and the:,cases in which the - , 

li;.:i " ':':imperfect'is used was no easy,task~usingsign language,-as there isessentiaHy --~:,:-,- ",.,:,',; ,,~-

j -,:;' ." , ->''-,n'o differerttiationbetween the--two in LIS. Because',:ofrthisdifficiJlty,a: ,: ;J.;; 

.... p~:: t·,", ::-H:ttle creativity: had' to be _employed: " Rat.her than just u.sing the sign ' 

;:: '", .r:-Ianguage; I led the childrenin;-an:octivify·thathadthem up and out of their;,;;:-:,.:- .;' -.:_ 

seats and using gesture and mime,to communicate ideas, which they had a 

good time with. We then signed the action that one of us just completed, 

and wrote it on the board using the correct tense. By expressing our 

thought three different ways, the children were able to connect the written 

imperfect to the sign language to the activity they did. 

Unfortunately, for this lesson and other lessons in the past, it 

involved a lot of writing tasks for the children and me signing a lot of 

phrases. This lesson and other lessons had to be set up in this manner 

because if I asked the children to sign back to me their response, I would 

have no way of telling if they used the imperfect or past participle since 

there is no distinction in the sign language. When it came to review the 
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written work that the children had completed individually, it would have been 

frivolous for me to ask the children to sign their responses to me because I 

would not have been able to check their understanding. However, to 

facilitate interaction between us, I did have the children sign some of the 

phrases and then fingerspell the verb that they used so that we all knew how 

the imperfect was used. While this was certainly not normal practice in the 

sign language, I wanted to further the children's involvement in reviewing 

the tense while not resorting to USing the oral language. 

Lesson 10 

Today's lesson was once again only with Emmanuele, which was perfect 

since.Emmanuele had never used the imperfect tense.previously,ollowing·him .. 
'. .-,-------------~-) 

/>-<r-~fO]eQrnit right fromthe beginning. Tostartoff.the:lesson, we reviewed, .: 
/ . 

, . the verb end~ngs by each writing the set ,for one type'of verb (-are, -ere,- . 

ire),·with a few: errors on my list for himtocorr.ect. 

I then asked Emmanuele "When-ai"ethe instances in which we use the 

imperfect tense?," to which he gave me a long and confusing explanation. To 

help alleviate his confusion, I signed a few of the phrases we used in the 

previous class that defined our rules for when to use the imperfect. USing 

the same phrases, I asked Emmanuele to write the rules for using the 

imperfect, which he did well.. I then signed a few more phrases for him to 

write in the imperfect, which he also did without error. 

We then tried a "now vs. then" activity, where I signed an action of 

something I was currently doing and Emmanuele wrote the phrase in the past 

using the imperfect. To take this to the next level, I did an activity that 

required me to have done a different activity in the past, which Emmanuele 

. --- "~ .: . 

.:-. 
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had to figure out and then write it in the past, which he did moderately well 

given the difficulty of the task. 

The next activity involved a paragraph with verbs missing, which 

required him to fill in the correct verb in the imperfect tense using the 

sequential pictures that accompanied the text. We started off doing this 

together, and when I asked Emmanuele if he wanted to proceed on his own, 

he said that he wanted to continue working together, as he seemed still 

confused by the task. While we were working on the sentences, I told 

Emmanuele that there was not only one correct verb for each blank, but he 

still struggled with putting each verb in its exact place. The activity did not 

have alist of verbs at the end which he could use, which I noticed was part 

::of;his·frustration with the. task.' Since:he'was frustrated,. he began to' 

-;str.tiggrequifea bit,and since I did notseehinfb'enefitfngany from this 

\activity inthe current way hewaswQI"king;:T stopped him after he 

attempted to do a little orr his own and;moveaontothenext activity.' 

We then reviewed the differences between the imperfect and the 

past participle and instances in which to use each through a series of 

phrases in which Emmanuele had to decide. I then tried a written activity in 

which he had to write the correct verb tense, which seemed to cause him 

more of a struggle than the apparently simpler translation from sign to the 

written language exercises. Emmanuele seemed to struggle the most when I 

asked for his reasoning behind why he chose a specific verb tense, as he had 

difficulty explaining himself. Whenever I questioned one of his choices, 

whether it was right or wrong, he would automatically think he was wrong 

and change his response to the other verb form, even though many of the 

times he was correct. 
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For the final activity, I had him fill in the correct verb forms in a 

popular Italian song for children, which utilized both the imperfect and the 

present tenses. Since Emmanuele could not listen to the song to understand 

which tense to use in each case, this became an activity of him trying to 

understand the context in which each verb tense would be used. Even 

though he probably had never heard the songbef.ore (or understood it if he 

did, just hearing noise), he did really well, only USing the present tense in one 

paragraph that should have been the imperfect. 

Analysis of Lesson 10 

Emmanuele's explanation of when to use the imperfect tense was 

certainiv, baffling. i;I ,did not::knowdf;this was because.: he could not articulate,"" '. '., 

what he was thinking ·or··jf he didnot.really know when··touse the imperfect .• ', \' .. " -,-,-,_. c •• ...... -. 

I believe,itwas'more·theformer, as he seemed to be able to understand the.: '"::' ; .. ';:,'>,'''' 

. appro'priateness'!of .the:situattons of:eqch of the examples of imperfect ;'1, , .. '. i;;~'{' .,. i','':'' .' 

'. phrases~:I signecL>Unfortuhately, Emmanuele's··failure to communicate hi$.i .... ·:'5· . :,"). ,~. Cc'. 

ideas effectively- was certainly a problem and continued to be a problem, as .' 

he seemed to have a good understanding of the material but he lacked the 

proper equipment to communicate his knowledge effectively. Since he has 

been raised to vocalize all of his responses all the time, he usually reverts to 

this oral language when asked a question. However, because he was unable to 

effectively answer my question since we did not verbalize the rules we 

established for the imperfect the previous lesson, he was not sure how 

exactly to state them. At the same time, because Emmanuele's sign was not 

his strongest area, he also did not feel he could effectively communicate his 

ideas through the visual medium either. This dilemma left Emmanuele with 

all of his wonderful ideas and no one to share them with, which could 
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certainly lead to problems in furthering his development in the classroom as 

he progresses through school. 

Unfortunately, during this lesson I had another failure with an 

activity. As I knew from the past, having paragraphs in which Emmanuele 

had to fill in the missing verbs with any of his own choOSing proved 

ineffective. However, I thought it worth a try once again, and it was 

unsuccessful. Emmanuele could not understand the concept of having more 

then one correct answer for the exercise and having him generate verbs on 

his own added to the difficulty. Because I could not think of a way for him 

to get any additional benefit out of the activity or completing it without 

';' navjr'lg~mehoverover him and tell him all Qf the verbs;to·use,Ldecidedto:·~'·' , ... : ... ,.. .. , .,.. . .. ',: .... , 

"',<.- "just scrapthe activity rather t harl':sp end any more. unnecessary time onit,.;:,. -,,_" i,::; ',"" 

........ ...r'·~,,!;: '";:·~I stilkdidnotcompletely,understoridwhy EmmaniJelestrugg~ed such a'~: 
(~~. 

great-deal withthe:free,:-response~f,HHri the blank activities~': My main beHef,' "'c"\ ,< "'j" _' ,. ci 

. :':'. :.:. , :.;'l.rJds,thathe,has;beencdndj,tionedins(ho,o'l to get'''eVerythingperfectly:,';'' \', 

correct ,at least from what. I have observed in his interactions with his 

assistant at the school. Because she harps on every fine point of his 

grammar, Emmanuele probably thought that there was only one right way to 

complete any sort of activity or only one right way to write Italian. While I 

have tried to dispel this thinking of his, I am not sure that this was 

something that can be easily changed about a person, as most schools in 

Italy aim for more consistency across students. Students get the idea that 

answers are yes or no, and that there is often no room for discussion. 

Emmanuele's uncertainty while completing the written activity on the 

differences between the past participle and the imperfect seemed to also 

carryover from his school environment, and the desire to have the right 

,.; .. '. 
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answer. While he was working, I kept questioning him because I wanted to 

see if he actually knew why certain verb tenses belonged in certain phrases 

or if he was just guessing where they went. Having him understand the 

reasoning behind the use of each tense was the key to the lesson, and if he 

was just rushing through it and making lucky guesses, he was not grasping 

the main objective of the activity. 

The final activity, filling in the missing words of the song,-was a 

strange choice for Emmanuele upon reflection. Because he could not rely on 

the oral language to hear the song, this was certainly a much more difficult 

than necessary task for Emmanuele. Despite its difficulty, Emmanuele still 

,did amazing well on it because he did, something tihat a1lgood readers do...,he:':-~ 

used context clues in the song in order to use th'ecorrect verb tenses. By.:.:-; 

-,' ~reading through the song, .Emmanuelecould find words that signaled:to.the_ .:\"' ' 

reader that the shi~er was talking ab~ut whathe,:did when he was a: child. :~= '" 
, which would prompt the use of the imperfectterise. Later in the song. the~: _., 

singer says that he was all grown up now, and that he was doing certain 

activities as an adult, so Emmanuele used the present tense. Because 

Emmanuele's reading skills were so well developed, he was able to take a 

seemingly difficult activity for someone of his background and figure out 

how exactly it should sound, which demonstrated the amazing progress he 

had made throughout these lessons. 

Conclusion 

Many different approaches and techniques were attempted in the 

many lessons I conducted with both Emmanuele and Donatella. -However. a 

few positive points stand out. First, having lessons specifically tailored to a 

child's developmental level of learning, in which he/she cQuld learn with the 

", ." 

~.. . 
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help of another peer or adult I allowed learning to happen at a much more 

rapid pace. Second, having activities that were actively stimulating and 

exciting for the children not only garnered their interest in the topic area, 

but allowed for a much more positive learning environment as a whole. Third, 

allowing the children the possibility to make mistakes and then turn their 

mistakes into learning experiences gave the children the chance to take 

risks while constructing their own learning exercises. Finally, having the 

lessons communicated entirely in the sign language with written material for 

virtually everything I said provided the children with two separate avenues 

for learning and comprehending the lessons. By using both the sign and 

, .: written Janguage, the chi Idren were·able to·make, corlnections betweenthe,·, /.....; ," 

..... two languages while at. the' same, time they. were 'oble:to disti nguishi mportant" .,.,. .'.' 1: ~;':, .. 

. ':; differences thcitrriade each-language unique: ,',',;', ,':.'. 

Although mcinyof these'retommendations':seemlogical and would be 

; appropriate for use in schQo.lswifh ·Deatc.hHdr,enithey are often not .' ., :;~: 

incorporated into the education of the Deaf. Inltaly, there are only three. 

schools for the Deaf in the entire country. What is even more disturbing is 

that two of these schools do not use the sign language as the method of 

instruction in their schools. Instead, these schools also use a Total 

Communication approach in which the oral language is the primary language 

used, and is only supplemented by occasional isolated signs and gestures. 

Despite the entire school being full of Deaf children whose most accessible 

language is the sign language, no instruction is conducted in sign. Even 

though the classes are extremely small, with an average of five to six 

children in each class, the students must focus on the lips and not the hands 

of the teacher. This pedagogical standing is just another part of the 

',r '. I • j.. , .... ~ 

(,- . 
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influence of the hearing culture over the lives of the Deaf. The hearing 

society highly values the spoken language and does not have respect for the 

sign language. Because of the great importance of learning how to speak in 

the hearing society, the Deaf students must resign themselves from their 

own culture and abide by the practices of the hearing culture and learn how 

to listen with their eyes, reading another person's lips, and speak with their 

mouths whenever they go to class. 

While I was teaching the lessons with the children, one of the 

mothers approached me one day with one of her child's notebooks. Inside, 

she showed me what her child's assistant had done. Her child had written 

notes and definitions of vocabulary words he was studying for his religion', _ 

class. Above single words or dusters of words were written other words., ·-ic.', '.' -_ 

Upon closer inspection, I discovered that these other words were simplif;Jed - - '.c. - ,.,.::,:>,;,." 

versions of what,the child had-originally written. Apparently, the assistant ,,' ;;" '. :~,-":' " 

did not thinkthatthe-child·could understand what he had written, so ratber -~-"'-.- : ;; '-:;::} ",.-. 

than teaching him the new vocabulary, she instead wrote an easier 

translation of what he wrote so that he could understand. As the mother 

looked at me, she had tears in her eyes, and she asked me to promise her to 

never, ever "dumb" down the words I would use with her son. If her son was 

ever to get beyond the infamous fourth grade reading level by the time he is 

to graduate, he cannot be still relying on words that a first grader would 

know. If we want to increase the levels of literacy among the Deaf 

population, we cannot continue on our current educational trajectory that we 

are currently on. We cannot keep expecting Deaf people to learn our oral 

language, allowing drills in vocalizing to be prevalent over other important 

subject areas. We cannot provide the minimal amount of assistance that we 
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do now to aid Deaf children in our schools. And we most certainly cannot 

decrease the level of teaching and instruction that Deaf children are 

currently receiving. We need to give Deaf children the appropriate amount 

of assistance and guidance while continuously pushing them to further reach 

for their goals and have the chance to succeed and become productive, 

actively contributing members of our entire society. 
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